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Sunny Jetsun 
* 

Books by the Same Author: 

Driving My Scooter through the Asteroid Field 

Coming Down Over Venus ~ “Hallo Baba” 

'Green Eve * Don't lose the Light Vortex * 

My brain's gone on holiday ~ free flowing feelings' 

 ‘Surfing or Suffering ~ together * Sense Consciousness * 

 fields of a body with streams and stars of hearts’ 

“When You're happy you got wings on your back ~ 

Reposez vos oreilles à Goa; We're only one kiss away” 

‘Psychic Psychedelic’ 

‘Streaming Lemon Topaz Sunbeams’ 

'Invasion of Beauty *FLASH* The Love Mudras' 

‘Patchouli Showers ~ Tantric Temples’ 

‘It's Just a Story ~ We Are All the Sun, Sweet Surrender’ 

Anthology #1 ~ 'Enjoy the Revolution' 

Anthology # 2 ~ 'Love & Freedom ~ Welcome' 

‘He Lives In a Parallel Universe’ 

‘Queen of Space ~ King of Flower Power ~ dripping Rainbows’ 

‘All Love Frequency ~ In Zero Space’ 

*Peace Goddess*Spirit of the Field*The Intimacy Sutras* 

'Heavenly Bodies ~ Celestial Alignments 

Feeling ~ Energy that Is LOVE in Itself' 

 ‘I’ve been to Venus & back*These Are Real Feelings* 

Let the Universe Guide Your Heart * through Space’ 

*The Kiss in Slaughterhouse 6* 

Anthology 3, Cosmic Politic Militaristic Economic Demonic Oligarchic 

Anthology 4, Cosmic Naturalistic Harmonic Bhaktic  

Anthology 6, *Cosmic * Inside * Is * Love Conscious * Crystal 



 

 

Anthology #5, from the Cosmic Artcard Collection + 

Love Republica. Cosmic Shanti. What is a Revolution? 

‘Kama sutra tantra amusing the daughters of Venus  

in a garden of delights’. Cosmic Oceanic. Cosmic Shamanic. 

Cosmic Organic Orgasmic. Cosmic Faeric Mystic Magique Pacifique. 

 Cosmic Energetic Atomic Dynamic Poetique. 

Cosmic Empathic Magnetic Ecstatic Sputnik. 

Cosmic Intrinsic Noetic Esoteric Alchemic Psychonautic. 

COSMIC * PSYCHE * DELIC 

‘Driving my scooter through the Asteroid field’ 

* 

Originally Published as Ciel Rose 

‘Sadhu Sadhu Sadhu ~ “All Beings Be Happy” ~ Shanti Shanti’ 

‘Trilogy of Vibrations ~ The Oneness of Life’ 

‘Each Fragment of Life Is Sacred ~ These Are Your Children’ 

‘Young Women Spin On Their Doorsteps At Dusk’ 

‘Life Is Simple, Sharing ~ Loving Kindness from the Heart’ 

‘The Universe Coming Across the River’ 

Originally Published as Sunny Revareva 

‘Pure Light, Cosmic*Sweet Heart ~ We’ve All Got Stars Inside’ 

‘Perfect Love ~ No Mind * Star Light ~ Come Alive’ 

‘True Freedom ~ Natural Spiritual Beauty ~ 

Here * Now ~ Gems of Eternity’* 
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Paradisiacal Now 

‘Know yourself like the rest of us ~ 

Turn within, stop the greed, the selfish opinions' 

Ego let it go ~ have nothing, want nothing, be 

Nothing ~ that will bring you joy; I'm just here. 

Smokin' pot taking off the edge of having ' 

to leave behind what I adored so much! 

All about exquisite Love, Kindness and Calmness ~ 

Part of my becoming Intuitive ~ Your heart's not open. 

Here have a spear, spare Trishula, burning deeply, feel it! 

“I don't know what I feel about anything” I love, I can’t Love. 

How long lost in the same menagerie, lookin’ for each other? 

* 

Letting go of the Yin*Yang 

Firing it Up with Full Intent, to be Co*Creators. 

That Flame ~ Sharing It in Crystalline Wisdom. 

She had a lot of coquettish expression on her face. 

Filled with free Love Spirit from everywhere ~ 

You were a Goddess at that moment ~ smiling. 

Shiva Shakti duality ~ Identical Identity Frame 

of your Cosmic soul coming back to you. 

Cutting out all the different directions ~ 

Having the allowance for it, coming 

closer to you every day ~ delicious 

* 

Ideally I AM * Orgasm ~ Not Egoism 

Sublime rhyme, Harmony is harmony ~ Divine is divine! 

Slipped on a wet patch ~ nice to pass out on the beach. 

Light ~ you are an Angel flying in Love’s sweet Spot. 

Invoking the purple flame; send in the Next Level! 

Danced on raw chocolate, full power ~ wavy edges. 

Being Radiant ~ Receiving Vibrational Ecstasy
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Want to be the Master 

We’re all Slaves to the five senses * inside my mind. 

Sixth sense of Intuition ~ going with the natural flow. 

Goswami experience ~ ‘If it makes your heart sing’. 

Lookin’ at each other ~ how wicked is this, don’t bite it! 

And they ARE so much in the GREED, such a NEED? 

So scared, that they have so much money in their Bank! 

So fearful that they don’t recognize their Paranoia ~ If you 

can’t go to a concert without worrying about being stabbed, 

what’s the point? “It was Lawless!” 

* 

Orgiastic * Centaurs 

Our Intimacy ~ Primal sensations ~ Pagan nudity. 

Rolling out a Jesuit Inquisition to keep them pure! 

Dissolving her in the night… the question is……? 

“How will we stay FREE?” ~ Multi*dimensions inside. 

‘Projecting my hot desires, crawling into her Psyche’ 

Adorning her magical pool, sexual effervescence, magnificence, 

sumptuously decorated ~ eye ravished, gorgeously fantastic. 

A good job for a God or any divine being ~ Seizing us! 

Materializing luminescent, exotic songbirds in a vacuum 

Lavish silver testicles discovered in an Orchid garden. 

Satyrs playing Pan pipes inside a frenzied Nymphaeum. 

The delights of imitating nature ~ on a summer’s eve 

* 

Naked ~ or with my socks still on? Keeping Love not enslaved. 

I like the variety ~ naked with socks and naked without socks. 

I’ll try and keep sane in this seemingly crazy world, until then 

letting our Love feelings keep this tantric nectar flowing free ~ 

and these happy sparks of bliss burning brightly in our hearts
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Super Satin Organism 

Psyche*delic ~ if you look in the mirror! 

Reflecting your colour * light spectrums. 

“You’re my #1 Goddess Priority!” 

They’re doing it ~ living science, being source. 

Allowing the mother ship to land in your Rose garden. 

Playing polyrhythms with their djembes ~ flying sorcery 

Gazing through fluxing*55 Prismatic crystal chandeliers. 

Harmonies, feelings in y/our galaxies, sexual vortices ~ 

EXOTIC JELLY * MAGIC TRIPS * DELICIOUS BLISS 

* 

Tandoori Clowntown 

Pamela loves lithium in her chili curry. 

She was wearing a red hot Crimson Sari 

“You look like a billion Rupees”. 

Investment in money or free time ~ 

Expressing the XXXX streams of Consciousness 

It’s All for You * LSD; try an anti-stress mudra. 

Let’s have another Capital Injection….. 

Can’t get enough! Who is/not Benefitting? 

‘The things you own, the things owning you’ 

Entering the best Trance Temples in Goa. 

Helps you see how free you are ~ 

Molecules sitting by the Ocean 

* 

DIVINE LOVE 

‘To see the ONE in all you see’ 

“Who wants Heaven on Earth?” 

Dazzling green stars in her oniric eyes, 

twinkling in cascading, luscious hair ~ 

“I am the dreamer you are the dream” 

LIFE* LOVE* LIGHT* SPACE
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Thinking Is Too Much Mind ~ Being Kind 

‘But we got a Brain to train’ (beyond insane). 

Told don’t acknowledge it, only physicality! 

Of course no ambition, society’s definition. 

It’s better defeating the Will Power, why? 

Surrendering to the beach time sunshine. 

Is it so Important what You, really Think? 

Now I know, you’re an Alien, showing more empathy and 

Positive energy flow than our elected, sociopathic leaders. 

Coke killed the culture + Meth amphetamine showed up! 

How to let go, how to do that purring like your pussy cat, 

tuning in at different levels, enjoying Cosmic meanings? 

Playing with the nucleus of your beautiful Lover’s heart. 

Shamans in touch with Orchids, Charas, fresh Marijuana. 

Before the ‘drugs of the axis of evil’, they were Medicine. 

Help psychotics with LSD & ecstasy come to their senses. 

Sub-atomic levels of Vibration, DNA, MDMA, letting it go ~ 

Protection of Lovers, hippies, free thinkers, poets, travelers. 

Our Spiritual healers bringing ~ gifts of Consciousness 

* 

Funky Goddess ISIS 

Rock up for a picnic ~ Reality is Artistic. 

Highly suggestable to being Alpha waves. 

We’ll start to watch it and be brainwashed! 

Face it, Daleks are pretty stupid too. 

Dancin’ like a maniac, where am I? 

DMT. trip to telepathic dolphins and whales ~ 

Being chased by Orbs of light for a few nights 

with other non-human beings ~ Off Planetary. 

He’s left some vital evidence ~ Wisdom. 

Raga, don’t take anything too seriously.
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You have to do it 

If you start giving generously, things will change. 

Can you give me LOVE? And it will be LOVE. 

Don’t wait for them to come to you. 

Trusting in my inner self ~ 

I don’t have to Know and I’ll 

give you intuitively the true answer. 

Real intelligence is beyond the mind… 

Listen to it as it is ~ no identifying with it. 

“I am angry.” “What does it feel like… when 

my attention is absorbed in sub-conscious Space?” 

Identification with Ego-created thoughts in my head. 

Take an almond put it over your 3rd eye ~ 

Putting your tongue into the Soma. 

“Oh, it’s anger passing through ~” 

In the eternal stillness 

* 

Unhappy Orangutans 

Made extinct in the kingdom of Animalia. 

“Do you want to move to Acapulco?” 

‘It never rains but it pours and pours’ 

‘A utopian lining to every rainbow cloud’ 

It’ll shake you up a bit ~ I hope I don’t get dementia… 

A cool wound, those endorphins must mean something! 

Being Aware, I’m observing this Theatre of Consciousness. 

Like the Realisation of a dream * I am Cosmic source Self. 

Transmutable ~ Love is Freedom witnessing it witnessing itself  

* 

Paradise 

The Monastery Highest 

Love ~ I’m glad I came 

Ahimsa
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Astro * Therapy Celebrate * Together  

“I wanna lover ~ who takes some time” 

Always wanting to desire it ~ 

Planting the next Unit…. 

It’s all about Fear too. 

All living the bollocks. 

Gotta love the Surreal! 

 Living It ~ Cosmic stream 

* 

Psychedelic Chandeliers 

Baptising a goose in the Garden of Earthly Delights. 

What does it mean? Whatever you want it to mean. 

“I don’t want anything hard in my heart!” 

Why do without it if you can do with it? 

His girlfriend ended up going off with a footballer. 

What are the colours and feelings of a Sufi Mantra, 

vibrations of LSD-25? ~ ‘Whirl in, turn on, drop out’ 

“Woman needs to feel love to have sex 

Men need to have sex to feel love ~ 

Have a double drop * energy fields of Life 

100 mgms.* Out of Mind * relax and let go! 

Experience a really great trip. 

* 

All Charas 

It comes from the most holiest places in the World. 

Those spending their life going round beautiful sites. 

“Isn’t the Planet a wonderful Space and it’s our home!” 

Shouting from his throne, “Bring the Chief Pharmacist!” 

Making a prescryption for an Industrial Ketamine user. 

‘Extreme pleasure’ ~ you’ll get a come down from that! 

Falling in lust with the Trauma, fully conditioned Love.
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‘What Women Want’ - Program 

“A vibrating, large phallic symbol, does what it’s told, 

makes the housework perfectly, brings in the dosh!” 

They’ve had Robots in Japan for a long time, 

needs a stair lift ~ everyone has needs. 

He developed feelings for you ~ 

Wanted to be classed as a Human. 

Here is the Mystery, enigma of mind’s thought elements  

“I Love Beautiful Women” ~ Intimacy without Intra-crazy! 

Erotic Sari dancers ~ immersed in C E L E B R A T I O N 

“You can have everything I possess except Parvati” 

Looking for the missing link ~ that doesn’t exist! 

All the freaks in the World ~ “I’m Welcome here” 

* 

Venice ~ wet dream 

“I was in Guatemala where I saw the best eyes and lips” 

Tigers want to feel Love ~ “I love You” Why not, simple! 

Breathing Love ~ there can be no Secret about it! 

Recycling funky inside ~ time is on outside, being one. 

House of the soul ~Transcending time and space. 

Here’s that Shit Life urchin, Ragamuffin 

living in an Indian road laborer’s camp! 

Psychedelic surrealism * looking in the Psyche  

Inside the Mind ~ melting the Identity Forms… 

Very trippy allegories. 

* 

Brain Washing 101 

“What was never lost can never be found ~ ” 

Walked into a room full of Matisse’s coloured light… 

‘Constant Predatory’ ~ All just a concept Mein Fuhrer! 

Always on Air; if you let it get you ~ it’s gonna get you! 

Invisible Paranoia on top, try being a United Force
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Holy Fools 

Love is happening of its own accord ~ 

‘10 reasons why dark Psy*trance is Shit!’ 

Trishula of Shiva ~ “I’m so imminent!” OK... 

“Yes she does coke but not with you!” Star chasm. 

That’s where we work out our politics 

on the dance floor ~! 

We’re Shiva People 

  * 

Shrouded * Barakah 

“Tell me you love me.” * “I Love You” 

“I don’t know why they want to hear that” 

“Why do women want to hear you say that You love them?” 

“I know Baba, because they wanna own you, mould you ~” 

Decloaking female slaves ~ veiled, threats of separation! 

Are they very open to brainwashing? 

Alternative, Free energy ~ Pain relief. 

Now, Illegal to feed homeless people! 

* 

Sweeter than a Sugar Cube 

In the multi*dimensional ~ don’t project anything, allow it 

to be what it will be. If it’s not the picture we’ve set down, 

we’re gutted! You know what I mean? We’re not here now. 

I’m not present, I’m over there ~ don’t project that onto me. 

Positive reinforcement, not Alcoholic, fueled Aggression! 

The girl was ordered to marry the Rapist who violated her! 

They hate you all of a sudden! “But I’m not doing anything!” 

Escaping the delusion that you were ever in Love & Loved. 

Light goes and a bit of paranoia bypasses the heart chakra. 

Not spiritual, can’t Love anymore; not talking, she can’t stop! 

Don’t tell me I’ve been dumped again! We are all in Love ~ 

A flash of Inspiration ~ “that’s my train, leaving the platform!”
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Lava Baba met Laser Baba at a Storm Rave 

Hug Drug ~ Sensory perceptions tuned Up. 

The failure of, ‘Just Say No’ to Propaganda! 

F E E L I N G ~ Serotonin, Consciousness. 

Amazing fantasy dancing in a sea of ecstasy. 

“Fascists don't want to change their strictness” 

Government exaggerating the risks in Paradise ~ 

they don't know the Truth only their own Paranoias!  

Officially lying about everything to destroy Public Trust. 

“If you Smoke it you'll become a Heroin Addict!” Fake Media. 

Budgeting for a Federal Bureau of Narcotics on the rampage! 

Dropped out, Stoned and who cares about an horrendous War? 

‘Controlled Substances Act’ the reason for more Police Dragnets. 

“If you smoke dope bad things will happen but we don't know what  

they are!” Trying shotguns in the illegal DMZ. that you forced us into! 

People who wish to freely experiment should Not be Institutionalised 

when not encroaching or hurting others; try that at your Green party! 

Who owns my right to Life, Liberty, Pursuance of Happiness mate? 

THC. CBD exposure; Cannabis the most popular drug in the World! 

From the UN. 1/25 people across the Globe use it, so what’s wrong? 

Three million people criminalised under Clinton for inhaling a weed. 

1980-98, $214 billion spent on the ‘War Against Marijuana!’ Uhhrr!  

Their insane, spinning Propaganda deceit, when it’s nicer than nice! 

* 

Infinity Direction 

Swimming round different dimensions ~ Masters of the Universe 

Peace activist eyeing a Jedi, nailed to a Cross and forgiving ‘em.  

You can go in forever, You can go out forever or never think about it. 

The Federal Reserve in Reality Guarantees, Perpetual DEBT! 

Corporations carry out Government Policy on their own behalf. 

‘The moment you punch a time clock you enter a Dictatorship.’ 

Use your Energy to transcend this State of Affairs.
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Synchronistic Fusion 

Crystallization of being ~ coming directly from Observation. 

Just there, watching life’s movie, you’re not the doer ~ 

Using all those songs to work through my own suicide! 

Got a natural sociopath in charge of the camp! 

“Get rid of that Opinion, you are the Maestro!” 

‘Anatta’ such beautiful poetry in any tragedy! 

There is no conspiracy, absolutely nothing ~ 

You are behind the watcher, actor, director. 

All knowledge is there ~ Cosmic visionary 

Deeply oozing within Heaven’s frequency 

* 

Solomente Uno 

I’ll skip the flying & swimming with sharks ~ She makes the Pan. 

There’s 7.5 billion + Individual Minds attached to this Planet! 

“I can’t even get my 1st chakra going!” ~ Sure he’s Joking. 

Labial Love bursting out of a beating heart vortex! 

Then there’s Birds & the Bees making tantric puja! 

There’s Adam & Eve’s magical enchantment! 

Looking for the Love ~ we are the Love! 

In each one of us 

* 

Capt. Terror - Presidential Abomination! 

Imaginary walls collapsing in a victory nightmare. 

Made the fire sacrifices too; whose eyes dies? 

“Frightened them out of their natural ecstasy” 

Demonic dark forces ruling, eating children. 

A Capitalist Army marching from the Vatican. 

Eternal War ~ I prefer to take some Peyote! 

Flying with you in the Electric nut house. 

Where’s the smouldering Love Magic ~
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We’re all dancing together 

“I danced in the dream of reality ~ 

Is there anyone who doesn’t like Ecstasy? 

Bursting the bubbles, that were very nice. 

Clenched your face ~ no happiness in selfish! 

Capt. Delicious’ lips on Aphrodite’s mons Veneris 

* 

Kali ~ Maya can drive anyone mad 

I got a Text from England 

Daffodils * blooming ~ 

Blackbirds are laying eggs. 

Longer days and Golden Sunsets 

Find the Space 

Allowing the Form to be 

You are the action ~ friction 

Free whirling helping them go on the journey. 

Everything is Simple ~ so natural 

as a Rock * Is God 

* 

You were a Mango Baby! 

“You’re in Love with the World” 

Product of a Love marriage ~ 

brought up free, to be what I wanted to be. 

Mind fed with emotion ~ Siddhartha left his family behind. 

Polyhymnia the muse of sacred poetry relaxing 

in the nude by an infinity, splash pool ~ Love like Heroin! 

The biggest hook can catch the deepest, darkest feelings! 

We’ve all been there, written books of hymns and Zen rhymes, 

Sufi Haiku, Intimacy Sutras, Painful Sonnets, Magical Mantras. 

Is there one to make a woman fall in love with you forever? 

Do you want that? Of course I want that. So you have that & 

I’ll have that then, ok? “I’ll be your slave to the end of time!” 

Circumstances change nothing lasts in the multi*dimensional.
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Cultivation in the ‘Brahma Vihara’ Garden 

Having the Highest Feelings towards all beings ~ 

Highest Life Attaining Inner * Outer Peace together. 

Pigeon holed, the Predators are out! Buddha’s lesson, 

Peace or War ~ over a family’s possession of a River? 

Is its intrinsic value more, flowing with water or your blood? 

No Wars were fought on behalf of dhamma, becoming calmer. 

Peacefulness ~ Impartiality and friendliness to All, after bathing 

In the waters of such Loving Kindness, Compassion, Equanimity. 

Conquest ~ spiritual not political ego’s greed for military power? 

“Victory breeds hatred, the conquered sleep in deep sorrow ~  

cast aside, victory and defeat. A peaceful one dwells at ease. 

Hatred does not cease by hatred, hatred ceases by Love” 

‘Dhammapada’ 

* 

Land of Sensual Pleasure ~ Nave Nave Fenua 

‘Flesh is Flesh * Spirit is Spirit’ 

Birds of Paradise subduing the Lizard. 

Musical composition ~ extinction of any horizon mirage! 

Sa belle chat noir, for extra spice, Sensuality, meditation. 

Chrome yellow pareus ~ In the presence of soft purring. 

He's becoming a Maori ~ 'Prostitution is a Sacred act' 

‘Smallest amount of money can buy the mortal flesh’ 

Crushing the fruit on her body and giving it to me ~ 

Naked Super Humans climbing a giant coconut tree. 

 “You are lying!”  

The fish have spoken ~ Superstitious divinity. 

‘By goodness evil is conquered’ 

Dream of the Poet-painter ~ 

Mysterious waters
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Pilot * Baba 

Eco activists not plague, horror, monsters, terrorist aliens! 

“I think I need a Jellybean from an Off-Planet Android” 

I like swimming with Russian mermaids on my Cliticat. 

She married him and became one of his 366 wives! 

All your Earth dreams are over ~ I can't believe it! 

“Thank God she wasn't a Bikini Atoll bunny!” 

Shocking! You gotta put it out there! 

“Drop the World” ~ “Let it go” 

* 

Goa Suprasurreal 

You are Your Self ~ the best refraction*reflection in town. 

“You are a bio*genome product of God knows what!” 

“And look what curry did for England” “Exactly, Tikh!” 

Too busy to be depressed! Life is a continuous Party! 

Explain why you can drink Vodka and not try Ecstasy! 

Creativity is that which is all around ~ Life is Spiritual. 

Tibet was once the strongest of the strong in Dhamma. 

Jesus was an Open Source Activist ~ arriving in the free 

Cosmic * Spatial. 

* 

No Slave * No Master! 

‘No touching, no photos!’ My name is Sperm Avatar ~ 

Freedom is Courage! You are always Free to respond! 

“If you don’t control your mind, someone else will” 

Freedom, choice is there in any given situation ~ 

Our behaviour is the conditioning ~ of our genes. 

You are Ego within this Phenomenal Theatre. 

He answers to his name, the Sage knows it. 

He’s not the doer ~ the natural puppeteer. 

You think it’s the Id reflection in the mirror. 

“We are Devils, you are Slaves” ~ “I’m not!”
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Fantastic Reality 

Barefoot jumping around in the uncensored Sun. 

There’s something lovely about butterflies today ~ 

It’s boundless, raw, naked, Unconditional Love for all. 

Resonating ~ just enjoy each and every moment please. 

Simple not making things complicated, complex projections. 

“Snow comin’ on Sunday” ~ “Is there anything to read?” 

Old enough to get a tattoo, young enough to be pierced! 

* 

Om vibrating the World 

Let the music do the talkin’ ~ “All I could see were Stars” 

 “I shall be spanking it this year Babe” In Candy Ville! 

“Hey Baba are you a bit more coherent now?” 

You don’t need to have a memory ~ when you’re here. 

This Is It 

* 

Global Back Drop 

If they can turn us on to Coca Cola why not do it for Love? 

Flash it up on the hard drive, a download of subliminal bliss! 

Absolutely, absolutely people are always giving that Love back ~ 

Interactive not just there with his headphones, in a Smart Galaxy. 

Reconnecting ~ give attention to your own heart, not a busy mind. 

Not talkin’ negatively to yourself, a vision of demons don’t project it 

onto me! What are we resonating with? Well with Conscious LOVE. 

Don’t have to take recreational drugs, it’s not MDMA, the trip but life. 

Forgetting that it’s permanently blissed out- in tune with the Universe. 

Alert! I put it away when I needed to, these things are weakening us ~ 

Giving the Monkey Mind the power of Maya! Freedom to have no puff. 

Sitting well with yourself otherwise you go off on Skid Row. 

We’re back on an emotional Wobbly Bob ~  

To experience Love * to come Alive
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Romantic * Tantric * Psychedelic * Chic to Chic  

Heaven or Hell, it’s up to your Allowance; plastic or hemp? 

Fantastic * I took the red pill went down a bunny rabbit hole. 

“Stop the Party! ~ Captain Methry’s run out of Class A drugs!” 

Tantra mantra, you’re higher ~ being able in yourself to feel it. 

Raw Chocolate neurotransmitters supplying the whole brain ~ 

Space Essence, being in it consciously, has its special tuning. 

Tamed it down ~ ‘doing the wrong things for the right reasons’. 

“Don’t like the sin but love the sinner!” For how long is Eternity?  

Gave him Scrumpy-Jack in his pram; being a slave to a cigarette! 

Try making some bhang ghee, charas butter from the mountains. 

¼ on a bun would take you to the Moon, brings on Lunar whities. 

They want to Control our reactions. What do we do? Consciously 

Integrate yourself into the big picture, wanting to see themselves. 

 “Do you know the price of onions has gone through the roof?” 

* 

Pure White Gold 

Radiant Star of Energy. 

Frangipani was the smell of all my Lovers, 

feeling luscious ~ sexy Chromosomes. 

Simply phenomena…… 

Life is a Tiger’s eye Shark 

Life is a King Cobra’s mate. 

Life is a thank you friend for giving 

‘A birth without violence’ 

Life is a desire to touch ~ 

Suffering is the same in any language. 

Life is the same in any language. 

Sensuality ~ “You left and found karate, 

I became a Buddhist dearest” 

On the middle path
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Feeling Super Heat  

Brazil, You could smell the Kundalini!  

Unfolding fragrant musical wild flowers ~ 

 Loops ~ the beautiful harmony in Chaos. 

It’s just a Mind-concept you give yourself.  

She understood, she is playing, Attention games.  

At the Temple, Altar of the Butterfly’s Adoration. 

“Nothing can harm you, it’s all there for you” 

Going to the edge and living it somehow…. 

Individual and multi*dimensional heart frequencies ~ 

You smell also what you live, we had strong smells last night! 

“That’s fake Cod fish” 

* 

Progressive Trance in Shanghai 

Different Vibe ~ different tribe, different reality! 

“I’m the one who can smell her Wet seasons” 

Wild Pheromones ~ blossoming in abundance 

“It’s the same bed, but in two different Universes” 

Now look for feeling ~ energy, not the appearance. 

All we have to do is be One with no minds moving. 

No things, forms blocking, distracting Consciousness 

from the Central Sun * it’s not Black Magic! 

Looked in every Temple ~ the Love is within. 

* 

Swami’s Angels 

The closest you can get to the light 

Rhythms of the Universe ~ 

Sitting on a volcano of ecstasy. 

“It’s not Big busty but super tasty” 

You want Availability ~ all of my Presence. 

“Emptied the joint bank account and went to Thailand”
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Still in Love 

“I'm at home, why not stop by for more blissful kisses?” 

Changed reality for another perception inside their dream. 

Feeling I am a different being lying naked next to you, 

wanting you to touch me deeply in my heart. 

Taken for granted because I still adore you. 

I came back to carry on kissing your smile. 

Ask me anything you want ~ 

forgotten how to give in return. 

Lost the passion, desire energy? 

Now we've become a lovely memory. 

His Image held it together ~ 

* 

Stars Inside 

gone to Heaven 

after you ~ 

I gave her a diamond 

* 

tête-à-tête 

Fondling bevies of gopis, swooning in a soft languid breeze. 

“At this moment I really want a lot of women to play with” 

Valuable in the reflection ~ how long for your Purdah? 

Eight Chakra Baba going to the fountain at the Holy Mountain. 

‘We need a million Tantric temples like this around the World’ 

“Don’t Open your mouth until I tell you” ~ “Here’s a drop!” 

Live in the moment ~ You can only decide for Your-self. 

“Don’t believe anything anyone tells You” 

Engorged Psychedelic Clitorises ~ Go & find out for yourself! 

Drop All Labels, no answers to be found unless you want one. 

Unravelling, revealing, Individual processes of your own quality. 

A matter of Understanding, eating that soup, what we cook ~  

we have to eat now and get up from the table when it’s empty
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‘Katra’ 

Be Mind-full of Changing ~ 

no disturbance of thoughts arising. 

Happiness is beyond feeling ~ 

together feeling for each other. 

Cannot but share each other 

Waves of Amour ~ 

MAKING LOVE WITH YOU 

Inside Aphrodite’s Temple 

A visit ~ with You 

* 

‘Poetry is not merely an art of expression 

but a Spiritual discipline’ 

In natural beauty 

Loving to play ~ 

Against all the Insanity 

existing in this World 

The Cosmic Truth of Tropical fish 

Swimming ~ being here, Awareness 

of the plumed serpent eating a mango 

Afternoon truth 

* 

“But now you’re not here for decision making 

You are here to purify your mind” 

Dhamma Nurture Nature  

It’s Virtual Not Reality! 

Love Immersion 

Patience at the Gate 

tripped over the heart
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Magnetoscopic * Bio * diversity  

“He’s single, he’s happy; no one’s bending his ear!” 

“I don’t like fundamentalists of any shape or Form” 

“I’m just the messenger ~ please don’t shoot me!” 

White lies are to protect people from the truth’ 

Oxygen, food, water, all perfectly balanced ~ 

Interdit, no entry ~You can change it if you want. 

Using terrorism to wage war on sovereign countries… 

“I don’t like rats.” Who’d like to adopt a child soldier? 

* 

Kings and Queens and Nutty Things 

Taken over by new Past Pain, “I hate ignorance!” 

Today animals have no feelings, ordained by UK. Gov. 

How does immersion in Plastic pollution help any of us? 

Conditioning woven in, they believe it’s right; ego-dystonic. 

If she wasn’t evil she wouldn’t be hoarding it, but sharing ~ 

Helping themselves not the people; they’re the really bad guys! 

‘The greatest weapon of the Military Industrial Complex is the media’ 

Generating Power, War, propaganda, money, despair and devastation! 

Invasion of the Land of milk and honey. Who’s reflecting the Sunlight? 

* 

ATOMIC BOMB 

“Once we learnt to split the atom, a danger to the Universe” 

The Manhattan Project, Project Bluebook, Projekt Saucer. 

These people will die for their God without any humanity! 

Skepticism is healthy to discover the truth ~ 

I understand the first time, but not the second…. 

“You said, I’m losing the plot; is there a plot?” 

“I wouldn’t be without Kailash cream!”
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It makes common sense 

Have a wonderful day * Om Shanti * 

find your true self at one with Mother nature ~ 

All under control! “Ha, ha, have a happy life Love” 

‘Heaven is not a place but a Space of Consciousness’ 

“The measure of love is to love without measure.” ~ St. Augustine 

Sentenced to prison for mentioning the religion which you can’t mention. 

Lost the freedom of communication; It’s a mess, People have lost Trust! 

Don't blame anyone, respect the Truth. Auction and Negro Sales, today! 

Peace Not War! * How many Unicorns can you see on a starlit night * 

* 

Who Runs America? 

Offshore wealth recycled back to Global markets. 

“I never got pre-programmed!” Castles in the air. 

“I love her, end of story” “It’s true man!” 

“I took her under my wing” In you, go ~ 

They all live in fear, the big stick Baba. 

“I don’t mind climbing trees” the bottom line. 

“Life’s what you make it” ~ Spreadin’ em out 

* 

 Indoctrinating * Black Sunrays 

The structure of secrecy at the top of the food chain ~ 

On a need to know… keep the public from getting excited. 

‘No such Agency’ NSA. controlling mind programs, propaganda 

develops coercion, confusion, couldn’t handle it, defies reality! 

Concocting false information flow, starting a war for Machiavelli. 

Predatory Psychological Warfare, I’m in the Earth Space Defence. 

Who’s keeping us from accessing our higher consciousness Sir? 

HARPPE, False flag, DEW Alien Bogeymen, demagoguery of Fear. 

Now expecting a UFO invasion, creating the spectra of horror! 

Already to rock and roll * Psychedelic life-forms ~ 

The Disclosure Project, wrestling the sociopaths
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Holding up the Dhamma 

Be aware of what you wish for, your desires and wants.  

Shot the last White Rhino; what is wrong with this world! 

Don't blame anyone, respect the Truth! Peace Not War! 

“I’m always on holiday ~ It’s the way forward Baba” 

“They made it very clear ~ have no time for ravers” 

‘Lust feels like Love until it’s time to make a sacrifice’ 

“We don’t sell the Sun” it’s all about comin’ together. 

“I’m a nice feminist.” Mammals with a conscience, 

“I don’t need any philosopher to tell me what is 

morally right or wrong. Gurus stating the obvious. 

“I love a good, Who done it” “Need a larger load?” 

“What price can you put on Freedom?” 

* 

Sparticles 

“I might be old Baba but I’ve seen all the great bands!” 

They put them in front of an Atomic Bomb explosion! 

Solar Wind shock Cosmogony. “Cover your eyes!” 

“I could see my bones and veins through my skin!” 

“Felt like my body was on fire!” Ain’t Virtual reality! 

Welcome to the Electrical-magnetic Universe 

* 

Obsessive * Space of Silence 

Nice to have but not to need it; take it or leave it. 

STOP the Government, Global Crime syndicates. 

Cabal didn’t want anyone looking at Saturn’s Sun. 

Eternally changing ~ can’t do anything about that! 

Grounding, your feet are connected to the Earth ~ 

“Joy is when we enter the river”~ she looks familiar 

not separated from the source of nature, the ONE. 

‘The Ocean resists no river showing kindness to all’
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Trans-humanistic Nuance 

Part human * part machine, Electric Android sheeple. 

Look at the poisoned Sky full of toxic chemtrails Baba 

Keeping wolves from the door! Who wants to be a real boy? 

Increasingly falling digitally in Love with nanobot-technology. 

AI. virtual memories of a hologram and our attitude towards it. 

Society bypassed the joint of redemption, ruled by Corporations. 

A dystopian plane of replicants, slaves, cyborgs, the underclass. 

“I stink of skunk, always” 

She’s a believer. 

Climbing over Walled Up street ~ 

In a light stream, Time running out. 

Greed is God; is Good; for whom? 

A new belief to create ~ freedom. 

Found it in an Algerian bush script ~ 

Submission to the most radical ideology! 

Violence couldn’t stop Spiritual revolution ~ 

Pope kicked out of the Medina by religious military. 

Power of the sword and faith, explodes at Bamiyan!  

In intensive care, You never gave in to fear or pain. 

“Does it make your heart sing?” 

* 

Victory over Death 

Immaculation not emasculation, ‘Turning humiliation into honour’ 

They went to the place there they would be martyred; such cruelty! 

Condemned to death for entertainment, amusement of the crowd. 

Tortured ordinary people, the innocent children. 

“Then I awoke fighting the Devil!” 

Beset by barbarians and wild beasts. 

A dog was barking…. 

on the full moon
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Rainbow City 

“Look at the toxic Chemtrails there Baba!” 

Who founded the infamous 777 lodge in Antarctica? 

Ask the 33rd degree masons of Rockefeller Island. 

“Why haven’t they been back to the moon, sputnik?” 

Because they’ve never been there in the first place. 

The Jesuits changed to a Helio-central * God theory. 

Operation High Jump, Fish bowl, Deep Freeze, Area 51 

Projekt Saucer, Starfish Prime, Operation Indigo Skyfall. 

Who wants to blow up the Magnetoscope, Dr. Strangestlove? 

High Altitude Ordinance, phosphor exploding in their backyards. 

Powerful interplanetary shock waves inside the Earth’s Dome. 

Conducting plasmapheric kisses. 

* 

You got hammers on your head! 

“I was head-hunted by different Insurance companies” 

Overgrown garden ~ “I’d rather paint the walls green!” 

Executive directives of the New racist Zionist movement, 

Irgun’s terrorist fingerprints. Nothing comes from Nothing. 

Israeli stratagem, Psychopaths, snipers murdering humans. 

‘No insane deed goes unpunished’. The Illegal war on drugs! 

Frightening Americans to be fearful of Arabs. The end times… 

Capitalism Sociopathy, liberating ourselves from this Madness. 

Off her face, on her knees; Shanti ~ release from her suffering. 

‘It doesn’t matter what emotional states others around you are in 

Radiate love as you listen and keep quiet ~ 

 

Smiling Alien Resident 

What does today's flying saucer look like ~ 

Rainbow lights and holographic full sunbeams 

flying through a supranova*Cosmos of our dreams 

Nature's children playing in cascading streams ~ 

happiness in a Garden of delights
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The Sun Is Gone 

Operation Damocles, killing German rocket scientists in Egypt! 

Why should one lot be above the law and everyone else not? 

Achieving in manifestation. There is no Them, in the twin flame. 

Movement of the eternal, fulfil it, in the presence there is no karma ~ 

Doing it in the NOW ~ nothing to debate and you discounted stillness! 

Deluded people dependent on cause & effect, projecting past & future. 

‘The road to Hell is covered in good intentions!’ Self-medicating ~ 

no matter what you intend it’s a crazy illusion, om a day like this. 

Psy-Matrix programmed polarity ~ going beyond Mind’s duality. 

Be in the One not distractions of reality; disconnected silence. 

Them, is only separation, it’s all of us, this high light species. 

*  

5G Bot. Kind of Trippy 

“I know that through Mossad; my mother in law’s sister’s sister, met a ~ 

‘It’s not put the people in the ovens, it’s take the ovens to the people!’ 

Ipad, I phone, a mini cellphone-antennae in the house, in your bed! 

They behave like devils, MANIA of GREED-PROFIT, EM. Pulses; 

They’re taking Nature, the human out of the equation. 

Radiant energy blasting the signals to your brain ~ 

In front of the Tower ~ going UP and UP in frequency 

“You’ll get taken away!” Are You a Robot for Wall St? 

Having synthesised memories, mirror images over time. 

It’s all about Unconditional Love ~ Space beyond Form 

* 

A Replacement Sacrifice 

No emotion in him ~ virtual simulation. 

You can’t trust them, can you? 

“I’m carrying around the past” 

You gotta let it go and go on ~ 

Be in the present, not about yourself. 

Thank you Honey for being on this planet. 

“I’m too old to be fooling”
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Well Fuck Me! 

Restrictions, the curfew, Martial Law over where, when, with whom you 

can dance, where you can go, what you’re allowed to do, what you think 

Who you can Love, who you can touch, feel, sweetly kiss and caress. 

What’s in your pocket, holographics projecting real, imaginary events! 

“I’m all right Jack!” Full in love with their own egos, Narcissus blooms. 

“Forgive them for they are unconscious of what they are doing!” 

Separation from the consequences of your selfish actions ~ 

Seeing twin flames, radiant lights shining deep in the heart 

* 

700,000 Volumes 

A bold coquette back on the throne ~ 

‘Buried alive but ideas are harder to kill’ 

Raining arrows, despising his humanity. 

The Mind is Imagining too much… 

His conditioned state, moaning… 

Who’s fighting the Goyim, racist, infidel? 

Sacrificing yourself for a better world! 

Be Kind 

* 

Why the World is Insane 

Emotionally based distortional diseases. 

Pacha*Mama’s passing on her fears to her babies ~ 

Inorganic lower vibrations feeding off pure natural Organic. 

Violence, war, cruelty, greed, rampaging energetic Vampires! 

Taking over control, viruses infecting humanity’s vibrational field. 

Parasites sucking their sustenance from Mother Earth’s frequency 

resonating in sympathy with the dominating demon nuclear radiations. 

Changing our true reality, creating Artificial, Virtual Malware simulations! 

Mind Programming, perception, Inversions, living in a World made Mad. 

Information constructs, decoding our world, tuning us into its essence
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Conditioned Corruption of Truth 

A Conglomerate Government of Pathological liars ~ 

Inorganic robots Inducing a virtual reality experience. 

Controlling our perceptions, manipulations, coercion; 

Humans made into insane slaves, killing, polluting. 

Evil mind-set parasites possessing our Species. 

Doesn’t everything have a little consciousness? 

Obsessed with ‘I, death, Ignorance, destruction’ 

The natural order is of LIFE 

* 

Investigated Genocide 

Hiding for their lives, burying their loved ones, hit by grief ~ 

Excessive violence, police carrying out extra-judicial killings! 

A Government crackdown on the uprisings; Para-militarists, 

masked men with heavy weapons firing on the protesters! 

Haunted by what he saw! The spirits that were there…. 

Cannot give in to despair, resilience of the refugees! 

Anything was possible, the usual rules don’t apply ~ 

“You ain’t heard anything yet!” 

* 

Got the Nasha ~ Nashered out! 

Lassi, a copper pan or you’ll burn the Nasha! 

Quintessential Beauty ~ Sufis in poetic trance 

Your dreams can turn into nightmares anytime! 

“What’s the true definition of a Monster, Baba?” 

“The first time I heard it I knew what it meant” 

They’re taking liberties with our rights to dance. 

Let go of the hate ~ Intricate whirling in Space 

He’s FREE, Yeah, he’s another one! 

The essence is the essence ~
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Key of Simplicity 

Living it through the Love 

It’s about LOVE Not about Knowing everything. 

Someone sitting on a throne ~ It’s back to front! 

No different to you or me, all bollocks. 

“Turn it around, love it, not hate it!” 

What would you like to feel? 

* 

There is no God, bone Idol 

A machine has no feeling. 

“I live with a microwave ~” 

If you’re not there all the time 

Open to interpretation  

but the one divine bliss 

I’m on a wave ~ ride it 

I’m in a tunnel ~ surf it 

I’m in a deep, black hole 

Love it unconditionally 

* 

Free Spirit 

Alienated Aliens ~ Moral not military might! 

He’s crossing the galaxies for true romance ~ 

Silent running, projecting our human emotions. 

‘When Ashoka died all he had left was half a mango’ 

No more humans to be offered up for sacrifice Abraham. 

How to improve life here on Earth? Outlawing slavery ~ 

Coffles, deportation, separation of loved ones, violence. 

Deceivers’ Artificial Intelligence! Welcome to Agenda 21. 

Mimicry, no creative imagination but Virtual reality illusions. 

Putting body and mind inside a remote, Quantum computer.
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Bringing It On! 

‘He had a good job lined up at the slaughter house’ 

A psychiatrist studying the minds of old-fashioned Dictators. 

Two ladies in purdah at a bazar for war surplus parachutes. 

“If I’m no good with a rifle then why am I here?” 

An election with only his name on the ballot… 

Female soldiers bighting the head off snakes! 

Abolishment of involuntary servitude (slavery). 

Jumping out of a window at Intelligence HQ. 

‘A Vietnamese never called me a Nigger’ 

Fighting his way out of poverty.  

Putting a Value on human life ~ 

Stop these perpetrators of Wars! 

The Psycho-State of our Union! 

Down with Lucifer’s Crown 

* 

“I think Charas is the Best” 

‘Sex gets in in the way of everything!’ she said. 

Feeling with your heart, being on the Astral plane ~ 

“I spend more time with the devil than I do with Jesus!” 

“We are that man standing on a stage barking like a dog” 

“Nobody is your Boss; that’s how I understand the Law” 

Going into No-mind Space, beyond all the brainwashing 

of your Government, denying our Human Principles. 

Psy-ops, there’s a Rockefeller sitting on the throne! 

“Now we can smell a rat in everything, 

because there is a rat in everything!” 

Oceanic ~ seas of deadly radiation. 

How to cast off this hypnotic spell! 

Magical lights dancing in dhamma
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Unexpected Super Psyche Tel E pathic L S De locious 

I don’t know anything ~ She’s gorgeous & Super natural. 

Apparently they’re from an eccentric, dysfunctional family. 

“Who would have thought!” Enjoying the freedom of the thrill. 

Funtastic that one night stand, loving it with a Perfect stranger. 

Perfect breasts, perfect kisses, smiling ~ being in the moment. 

Came home she got naked, full power carnal knowledge surprise! 

At dawn she took a taxi for her flight to somewhere in the Ukraine. 

* 

Switching on Your Tree of Light 

‘Love is all around’ ~ Depends how close you are to yourself! 

Something’s going on, play of energies, synergies, let’s see. 

“What’s she doin’?” “gettin, stoned and gettin’ laid!” 

“You would Not say No” 

“I chased her out the Ward” 

You gotta be Strong to Survive there. 

Balance Problem 

* 

River of Life 

Making Love to my Mind. 

Water colours in Autumn 

Then ~ swept over a Waterfall 

mysteriously 

* 

Awareness 

“Fucked up ~ 

with Acid eyes!” 

“Senility is wasted on most people” 

Of course ~ it’s not being Realised 

(fearful ignorance) as a Creative force! 

His life as Alternative Consciousness
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Mozart 

Streams ~ of Winter Snow 

Emerging, from below the ridge. 

Afternoon ~ discoveries. 

* 

INASMUCHAS 

‘Sign of a wealthy personage 

Life is what you can afford’ 

to Live with ~ 

* 

Attack of Love 

RIOT of COLOUR 

LIGHT TO LIGHT 

* 

She was Founded by a Famous tea master 

Composing gardens and pavilions 

harmony of moss 

raked ~ the Sense of Sublime Peace 

* 

Tender 

Song of Intuition 

Wonder of a Buddha. 

Dear father ~ I Love walking 

barefoot with you 

through an Indian summer’s seaside village 

A long, long road ~ maturing priestess. 

Noble silence’s pearls of Wisdom. 

A one room school house. 

Truth is so beautiful
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‘lese majesty’ 

‘Less on Jubilee’ 

Jubilation, where is the Liberty? 

Equality No less ~ 

Nothing less than ‘Lese’ 

Lest accepting things that don’t suit us! 

‘Mad cows and Englishmen ~ 

go out in the noon day sun’ 

* 

Illumines 

Where are You Now 

Where will you be 

April ~ showers 

* 

Graciously 

‘London College of Art & Design’ 

Working by the Master ~ 

Mona Lisa brought wild flowers, 

 dawn 

The City University’s MBA 

…sitting, listening to the Master’s Metta 

Liberates the Heart, 

early this morning ~ peacefulness 

‘The Propaganda Machine’ 

… quietly accepting Dhamma 

from by the river ~ Compassion 

* 

Sons & daughters 

“Jesus 

In the eyes of the Law 

You Are Guilty!”
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Magic 

When You Lose Something 

Precious 

Give Something 

Precious 

to Someone true 

Sojourns ~  

* 

Sujata 

‘Superman or Tarzan’ 

I Love you Jane 

bathing in a waterfall ~ 

Golden Parrots singing in the trees. 

Red Riding Hood, Robin Hood or Buddha hood. 

Great Compassion ~ nuclear alms. 

* 

Anicca * Anatta 

Please don’t miss isles ~ 

Silver porpoise, pastel flying fish. 

Calmly observing each Instant… 

Changing ~ Buddha dhamma sky. 

True Happiness, taking the liner, Meditation. 

Waves surf ~ the Sea of moments 

a new beginning 

*  

This Big Connection with nature 

Message to the animals, that we are coming, 

coming in Peace. That we’ve got to come; 

It will be cool and the animals responded. 

Agreed not greed ~ Freed not need! 

* 

Healing 

Shattered wing ~ mirrors.
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“AS IS WHERE IS” 

“AS IT IS, SO IT IS OBSERVED 

AND UNDERSTOOD” 

* 

Sheep 

Is there any reason a fertile field 

shouldn’t be on an angle? 

Whisper of ferns ~ 

Vincent’s cornfield, swaying 

Meditation 

* 

Why Travel is an Ultimate Experience. 

Outside Fixed Spheres ~ Universal Image 

* 

‘The Frontiersman’ 

Always at the limit ~ the frontier 

Word, symbol for Frontier of your mind. 

Frontier ~ At your limit 

Always on the Point of Discovery. 

To live is to be ~ In Infinite Discovery 

Consciousness of the new moment 

and New Limit 

The Frontier to the next moment 

* 

Moment of Discovery 

The Universe is Infinite ~ Discovery 

Living on the Frontier 

Time is your Immediate ~ Environment 

Now is the moment ~ Your Instant Adaptation. 

Adaptation can be made Your Lifetime. 

Adaptation is your end of your Frontier. 

Static, your environment Lives on You
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You are your environment ~ Your World 

Now, again, Now ~ Adaptation ~ 

You lose the sense of the Frontier 

The limit to limitlessness 

Sense of Discovery, Timeless ~ 

You are existing in a fixed world 

It builds within its sphere 

Time Is Inside ~ You are inside 

Inside Time. 

Outside Time is Infinity 

You are Infinity 

On the Frontier of Discovery of you 

Instantly Forever 

** * ** 

Beauty in Heaven is 

anything alive ~ 

growing in Nepal. 

* 

Toi * Gallia 

You Are the smell of a damp forest 

You Are the taste of the Azur sea ~ 

You Are the touch of a Mercy-full Angel 

You are the sight of forever and ever 

Vous êtes les sons d’amour 

* 

Nature 

nature is the woods and the ocean 

the trees and the cliffs ~ 

the fields and the meadows 

the flowers and the seaweed 

the hills and plains and lakes 

nature is the butterflies 

and for all our sakes.
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Daughter 

Viking ship ~ 

Seeking a new passage. 

Standing alone on the bow 

Stars ~ of my village 

* 

Softly treads the Paris sky 

I’m in your Country 

but you don’t know 

Long legged enchantress ~ 

Morning’s early Autumn beauty 

* 

Your Mother was a Painter 

Ghee in my heart 

Ghee in my brain 

Ghee in my toes 

Ghee in my fingers 

Ghee in my knees 

Sweet Surrender 

Unique ~ Unique. 

House in the Camarque 

beside you ~ at dawn. 

Your Mother was a Poetess 

* 

Unique 

Now by a palm tree grove ~ 

Your father was a Fisherman 

Your Father was a Pearl diver, 

he would sit for your mother ~ 

already a bright, tropical 5am. 

Vases of wild flowers, soft breeze 

sound of the Crashing Surf ~ 

Precious times there
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God is 

Alive and well and has 

acquired an abode in Nepal 

still his best friends 

are living along ~ 

the Gulf of Siam 

* 

Inspiration * doesn’t always come easy 

sometimes it takes a 22-hour bus ride ~ 

Goa is my Meditation, connects me to the Cosmos 

* 

The throne of the Universe 

is camouflaged on Earth 

and has the name of 

Everest  

* 

The difference between 

‘Realty and Reality’ 

Is in the ‘i’ 

Realty or Reality ~ 

'Realty Company Limited' 

* 

Travel 

Buddha ~ the last Resort 

Dear Sanctuary 

Pure light 

Deathless Dhamma 

Blessed are you 

the middle path to ~ 

the cottage of sublime beauty. 

Peaceful ~ Love ~ Creation
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Metta 

this day 

I was at the end 

and so too shown 

to the traveller’s Rest, 

the Inn of U Ba Khin ~ 

Offering of light Refreshment 

he served ~ the clear day 

Vipassana sky, a new breath 

a new path ~ approaching 

the Dhamma way 

* 

‘Sinism’ 

Indian Baby 

mock a sin 

mermaids 

* 

Who 

do you know what a Bodhisattva is ~ 

* 

We’re tapping the Same Dance 

Where would I like to be sprinkled ~ 

by the infinite Ganges ~ river Chanters. 

On the winds of the Goddess Annapurna 

and in the hollows of little green trolls ~ 

Inside the hearts of murdered children 

* 

Party 

bring someone you Love 

Love ~ ve * Evol ~ ve
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Jewel Meaning 

light & heavy 

Simple * deep 

life continues ~ 

in our Children. 

Once upon a time 

there were animals 

flowers & trees 

& birds singing ~ 

* 

Known ~ own 

Know ~ now 

Knew ~ new  

* 

Sat * Sang 

“I think I had a good heart attack” 

* 

Shade of pink 

Silurian blue pink. 

Mikado’s parasol 

filigreed fingers ~ 

reaching Outward 

to the sky. 

Inside the thatched pagoda 

of a golden Spider Queen. 

Silken touch 

pendulous in air ~ 

waves of Peonies & Lotus 

Opened
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Sons & daughters 

Mother, Father, Lovers 

having a child 

children ~ 

a bouquet of fleurs. 

Children, 

petals opening 

mother, father, Lovers, 

having a child ~ 

Children of the World 

Fertilising with truth 

Love, blooming Spirit. 

* 

Sweet Amazement 

I talked Children! 

It sounded like Parrot 

I don’t know Gorilla 

I’ve only seen dolphin 

& I’m just now ~ 

getting to know kitten 

& the magic silence 

of birds 

in the twilight Ocean! 

* 

Looking out my window 

is like looking into an aquarium 

the Sky is like the Sea ~ 

the birds are like the fish 

a kitten is like a Green tropical plant 

music is like the breeze 

a Loving thought is like a pyramid 

a loving act is like day and night
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Isipatana Parc is in Bloom Somewhere 

Tinsel cranes come in to land and wade 

The Meditator observing sensations Inside 

equanimous to the flux ~ Ocean’s honey dusk. 

Paddling hard the raft, pearls of rice and canes, 

dancing peacocks coming of the rains; serenading storm. 

Cobalt Rhinos cross a Golden Kimono skyline 

Violet Giraffes silhouetted along a Golden Kimono skyline 

Rubber tree Green frogs jumping in a Golden kimono skyline 

Hearing a blameless ballad, the Vissudhi of a cream sitar. 

Heavenly bodies embracing a new crest Invitation 

to a mythological, White Elephant Liberation ~ 

Bharata Natyam ~ Sacred Union with her Lord 

Diamond Blue Krishna astride the Brahma bull. 

Subtlest almond renunciates, hidden opulence of illusion 

* 

Tinsel cranes land and wade ~ 

The Meditator observing sensations Inside 

equanimous to the flux ~ Ocean’s honey dusk. 

Lemon Lion roaring on Dammayanti’s Sun rise Sari. 

Crimson Whales swimming on Dammayanti’s Sun rise Sari 

Lilac Llama taking in a view on Dammayanti’s Sun rise Sari 

Soothe, soothe, soothing ~ peach orchard, heart’s deep well. 

The Trillenium birth of a Love jewel ~ Ocean Isle refuge. 

Precious Human Power, path to lost treasure of the Universe. 

Mental Formations, times to dazzling tides of jaded pains. 

Emerging humans, six karma shades of Vibration ~ 

Renunciating, iridescent links, essential Illusions of chains. 

Your fertile Mind fights all the shrouded hindrances. 

Eruptions, growths, the brightest star becoming Sila clarity. 

Ruby flamingos come in to land and wade ~ 

The Meditator observing sensations Inside
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equanimous to the flux, across Lake’s copper dawn. 

Peppermint reptiles camouflaged coils on Venus’ Sunset Sarong 

Papaya swan, ripples ~ gliding by Venus’ Sunset Sarong 

Mango crocodile basking on Venus’ Sunset Sarong. 

Renunciate encore, Joy opals ~ all reality of Illusions. 

Bhavana discipline ~ stainless fruits of being wise. 

Observe the silver beating wings of Samsara. 

Equanimous to the lit pagoda of infinite changing chromos-ones. 

Reined garnets, father, Kanthaka’s master approaches In*sight. 

Transcending Light years ~ of a true sky’s Visible originations. 

Soft pastels, death, senses of delusions, arising vapours ~ 

saffron robes. Presence Inside Eternal Galaxies of Buddha’s eye. 

Richest pastures run along the shores of pure Dhamma’s Source. 

Seasons ~ passages, appear the Parami harvests, becoming ~ 

Rainbows end, Nibbana bounty the 1000 petalled Lotus blooms 

** * ** 

Dearest 

Fear of birth 

touches the petals 

of my heart 

* 

Fear of me 

touches the dreams 

in my mind 

* 

Fear of space 

between us 

touches my love 

* 

Fear of the marvellous moments ~ 

Fear of the most amazing reincarnations 

Fear of wonderful heroes suffering in pain 

without really knowing
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I am a hunter 

I Live by what I catch, 

by putting it back, once 

having been nourished by it. 

I am a hunter of dreams, catching so many 

and riding them through the time of my life.  

I am a hunter of hearts, 

drinking their beads as Tiger scent. 

I am a hunter of Universe’s joy 

after the Astral serpent's kiss ~ 

I am a hunter a guest at your table 

beloved host. I am a hunter, my  

Grandfather is collecting red tulips in the snow. 

I am a hunter with ancient codes ~ 

tracking the game over the Seven seas.  

I am a hunter from dawn to dusk  

to meet you face to face ~ 

I am a hunter my sweet child 

* 

Child of Saffron Wings 

Sciamachy stage lights 

saw your smallest hairs ~ 

and felt the ebony stick stirring, 

beautiful ~ Madonna assignment  

to the land of, O Lare, Cantare ~ 

Profuse Irish eyes, colors of the Nile 

modelling their gaze and more. 

From a turquoise gondola 

I saw the light air ~ 

a whisper on your cheeks, 

soft as a butterfly
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Cameo 

The Chief has a young wife 

Looks ~ 

of their eyes 

* 

To Chopin’s Greatest Hits 

He used to Love 

a fashion model 

from Paris, France 

who grew up with 

the best of the Republic. 

Now 

he’s more than happy 

when a kitten comes 

to be stroked awhile 

* 

Meditation is like ~ 

feeding the birds 

each day 

* 

Life is  simple ~ 

Sharing Loving Kindness 

from the heart 

* 

Ordinary Streets 

French Perfume 

Welsh Ghost towns 

English Industrial estates 

Méditerranée Mimosa 

Papayas in January
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Savage Beauty 

Achieving 

Beauty of Mind 

Achieving 

Beauty of Mind 

A madman drawn  

 by me’ 

* 

Important 

“Not staying Alive ~ 

but staying HUMAN!” 

BELIEVING 

Universe of Your Heart 

Waves of Love ~ to the Infinite. 

BELIEVE 

IN CREATION ~ born humanely. 

FEEL IT LIVING IN YOU 

Flowing by the moon 

ATTENTION. 

“Where did they get you” 

“Do you Know Where You Are” 

“Do You Know How Long You’ve Been Here” 

“Do You Know Why You Are Here?” 

At the Ministry of LO V E 

* 

Aubade 

from your sweet lips 

to your adoring lover ~ 

Yellow essence of Summer. 

Your right to refuse to Kill. 

“You are not my prisoner!”
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Consciousness * beep bleep bleep * 

Tulip bulb bubble, “and all good things must come to an end ~ 

‘In the eyes of the Divine, every energetic entity is equally alive’ 

“I am not a bio-engineered Celto-druidic penisbot” 

The power of the word to cast a spell on Gaia! 

Viva la Chemicals ~ Sufi in Spirit 

* 

‘Braques was different when he returned’ 

The Chief had a house up there 

Under the cedars 

Ideal weather for Fuchsia 

Remnants of a 200 year old 

Nootka village. 

Aiming where? 

* 

Oui 

It’s in the head 

the Sky 

Gone to heaven 

after You 

Stars Inside 

I gave her a diamond 

* 

Divine 

You 

Are 

Your 

Own 

Star 

* 

INSIDE BEAUTY FEELING  

FEELING IT
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Durance 

Mistral’s arrière-pays,  

looking for a house 

where the painters live. 

‘Lumiere’ 

Inlet ~ envoyage 

I love 

drawing maps 

for you 

exploring brilliant light 

in your eyes 

Where the artists Love 

in your heart ~ meet. 

Madly in Love 

changing direction 

dimension 

I’m Loving You 

* 

Paradise 

The Monastery Highest 

Love 

I’m glad I came 

Ahimsa 

* 

Om mani padma hum 

You should be very quiet  

when discussing escapes ~ 

A million healers working together. 

Reflections against tyranny ~ 

Stillness on the lac du liberté
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Fado 

Marching in unison ~ 

through a sea of grapes 

crushing only the fruit! 

Not doom  

but consolation 

evoked ~ 

Sharing of stories 

of anguish endured. 

Essence 

* 

‘Even though a country is defeated, 

its mountains and rivers remain ~ 

And o'er the castle ruins, 

when it is Spring, 

the grass will be green again’ 

* 

Chinese poet, Tu Fu 

** 

‘Along the mountain road ~ 

Somehow it tugs at my heart 

A wild violet’ 

* 

Japanese poet, Bashu 

** 

Last Words ~ 

“Decay is inherent in all component things, 

work out your own salvation ~ 

with diligence.” 

of a Buddha
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‘OCCITANIA AMIA’ 

Élégant 
The coral of Cassis ~ bracelet. 
I gave to you there one winter 

very pretty 

fishing in her clear warm calanques 

* 

Baux 

Centre for Troubadours 

She composed a couplet ~ 

He stayed with her in great intimacy 

and courted her and was her friend 

* 

Trobairitz 

In a world where women were officially adored. 

A Lady grows more and more ethereal until Immortal. 

Courtly, lovely, the mediator ~ 

coquetry with feudalistic vocabulary, 

beneath its surface the deepest longings. 

Struggling to be born ~ her unheard of equality and freedom. 

Aristocratic daughters your chanson ~ 

a solo love song, ‘fin amors’ 

The highest expression of Provencal 

Love Poetry 

* 

Pervenche 

Landscape always seems to blend superbly. 

A Centre for nearly all the great painters 

and wonderful travellers. 

We can still see a few eccentrics in the spring. 

Flowering wild Asters ~ 

growing only in places lapped
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by the waves of the sea. 

Even the ruins ~ 

are disappearing 

* 

Poetic Shores 

A wild Oleander filled valley, 

along the little path ~ 

on his way to San Raphael, 

he met two sweet 

hearts 

* 

Esterel 

One of the first cultivators of Violets ~  

Greatly astonished ~ wore roses in their shoes. 

Intense blue because the water ~ 

is deepest at once 

* 

Unforgivable Crusades  

 Excitement to Conquer ~  

Reflections in your eyes. 

Is this the way to Jerusalem? 

Arrival of Slaves, new blood spilt in the ground. 

Celtic vassals were free-lance warriors 

and women had no defence until Justin! 

Oh daughters of the Cathar 

a Pope by far ~ 

not an Innocent 

has sent the Albigensian Inquisition 

to burn the beautiful fields 

and pacifisms of ‘Oc’
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Mimosa 

Delicious nostalgia ~ 

whose almost unknown beauty, 

free from frost. 

First steps in terrestrial paradise ~ 

nearby was the most beautiful port 

* 

‘Lauzengiers’ 

Spies of the jealous husband. 

‘Love is the great leveller’ ~ 

Troubadours were everywhere in Occitania, 

there arrived the evolution of chivalry 

but for the burnings at the stake 

and forced marriages! 

* 

The Heiresses of ‘Oc’ 

Those who stayed were forced to change their songs. 

To her honour ~ this free spirit 

was kept alive for younger sisters of ‘La dompa’ 

A brilliant ~ 

life awaited 

* 

Femmes des Iles 

A meeting of gracious minds. 

Have we lost this reverence ~ 

for the beauty of a fleeting moment? 

Provencal remains the privilege  

of a small sect of high priests. 

A long time since ~ 

it was simply a fisherman’s dish; 

Now a dish for aesthetes
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Monsegur 

Tears of Theodora ~ 

murder of the Trobarclus, 

annexation to French culture. 

Their twenty-three poems spent ~ 

nearly eight centuries in oblivion! 

Vehicles of self-expression, 

living, breathing ~ 

models for ‘midons’. 

A potential lover! 

Where are all the humble Knights? 

* 

‘ius primae noctis’ 

Expression of the peasant woman’s 

absolute degradation, exploitation! 

The Lord’s right 

to his serf’s bride ~ 

on her wedding night! 

Their poetry was found 

to be subversive ~ 

The more personal tone 

of a ‘Trobairitz’ 

Inspiration of a poet’s praise. 

Extraordinary freshness ~ 

gems of their new confidence, 

not bride payments! 

* 

Covert Romance 

Eve ~  

The Church’s story made 

every woman an inferior, 

sanctified the annihilation
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of vegetarians and heretics! 

The Character of ‘l’Oc ~ 

flexible and tolerant, granting  

Woman’s equal patrimoine. 

REAWAKENING 

* 

Gris troubadour 

Renowned ~ 

black Cherries 

* 

First Crusade 

Failure of ecclesiastical propaganda. 

The unemployed and husbands 

have gone to a religious war. 

Holy racists and the Infidel!  

The bourgeoisie galvanised  

every town to plunder values. 

Production rose and broke the feudal equation! 

Women good for conceiving sons ~ 

a new respect! 

Aspiring knights 

turned poets 

* 

Les Bories 

The Magic of the Sun ~ 

had long been known to the Church itself! 

Amidst an olive grove ~ 

a lamb is being carried 

on a shepherd’s shoulders. 

Source of graces ~ 

deserted the dragons. 

Emotional young girls of the 19th century
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Legends 

of the Courts of Love. 

Provocative vivacity, 

the women ~ 

whisperings of l’amour. 

On the banks of the Durance 

nurturing seeds of poetry 

* 

Deeply rooted 

in the minds ~ 

of worthy people. 

Clear blue skies 

and fertile soil. 

The olive groves,  

lemon tree orchards. 

Perfumed air ~ 

* 

‘Amisat’ 

Donzela’s maman. 

Enrichment and ennoblement, 

apprenticed to a lady ~ stirring deep affection. 

Reflecting powers in your land 

not the growing importance  

of a cash economy and  

St. Jerome was a misogynist! 

* 

Perfumer 

thus the beauty ~ 

old Provencal charm, 

consists of the sudden discovery
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Fay 

Abstract poem of stones 

assembled steps ~ 

terrifyingly realistic. 

Spellbound  

before the pictures ~ 

of Shepherdesses 

* 

‘Cortesia’ 

Now Love and courtliness became 

Synonymous ~ 

A lady’s Inspiration. 

New conceptions 

of nobility, 

of Spirit. 

Who could worship Pope Gregory? 

Whose misogynist dispensation 

would bring a dowry 

to a hypocrite! 

A long time, far away ~ 

from your humble origins, 

my son 

* 

Fountain Makers 

No matter how humble 

they may be ~ 

Language of stones and water. 

Is that not a marvellous thought? 

Manual Intuition 

reached its peak 

of perfection ~
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Vincent’s Smile 

Where water is a blessing. 

Its Source ~ Sacred revelation. 

In Provencal Orchards 

entering of his own free will. 

On a plateau, ancient Roman monuments. 

The Vision of ecstatic colours, 

movements to Love 

* 

Mistral’s herbes 

Practised the immaculation 

working with their hands ~ 

Life as celto-ligurian peasants, 

gathering living secrets 

* 

Benefices 

“Worked by whole communities of serfs” 

Set in motion images ~ Love and Passion 

 for today’s man and woman. 

The Poet’s metier ~ 

Homage to a lady followed  

a new rise of Troubadours. 

And vassals attained ~ 

their land through Conquest! 

* 

Rosemary 

Which but a few moments ago 

was a garden ~ 

Finding a Dinosaur cemetery. 

Far off is the sea ~ 

whence came the Invaders
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Joglaresa Aspiration 

She turned into a Trobairitz. 

Wife of the Senhor’s court ~ 

disinherited knights of feudalism. 

Emerging Courtly Love ~ 

A revolutionary change 

In human sentiments. 

Celebrating man and woman 

in Lovely melodies ~ 

of Andalusia and Arabia 

* 

‘rima cara’ 

Female pathway to mystic joy ~ 

The Knights’ new homage to a lady, 

containing a multitude of motivations. 

Exchange of ‘Tensons’ 

Converging during her lifetime ~ 

revelations to support a movement. 

Transformations ~ 

her lord’s chivalry 

* 

Bonnieux 

The White forest that sings. 

Occupied by recluses ~ 

hermits lived in the ruins. 

Pure architecture ~ 

enclosed a garden drenched by Sun 

* 

Fields of Lavendre 

Its Spirit of essence ~ said to be good 

for attacks of nerves and hysterics.
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Their industry is still flourishing ~ 

Picturesque waterfalls and fountains. 

Attracts painters 

* 

Reconquista 

Crusaders’ exposure ~ 

to resplendent Moorish 

courts and poets ~ 

Imported with the refugees. 

Sensual lyrics and images 

* 

Temple 

Constructed on the ruins of a Sanctuary, 

 Itself built on a pagan site. 

Treasures from the Saracens ~ 

miraculously rediscovered by peasants 

* 

Titian 

Les Iles d’Or  

Majority of subjects, 

former galley slaves ~ 

A harbour of good fortune, 

free from underwater reefs 

* 

‘Ravi’ 

Dolphins in la Baie des Anges. 

Naturally a Sacred spot  

to prehistoric cults ~ 

Harvested 3000 tons of flowers. 

Simple minded dreamer 

by the river ~ 

came here on a pilgrimage
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The Alba 

Dawn song ~ 

revelations of experience 

launched a cultural awakening, 

took a lady as his master. 

Courtly love destined to give woman 

a new place in the imagination. 

Their extraordinary freshness evolves 

* 

Inspired by ‘The Women Troubadours’ by Meg Bogin 

** * ** 

Katsura 

I am Omar Khayam 

I am Kahil Gibran 

I am Suffering 

under house arrest 

I am Sitting Bull 

I am Red Cloud 

I am husband of Running Stream 

I am Suffering 

in this Prison 

I am Atlantis Ocean 

I am tropical storm 

I am Japanese misty morn 

I am Suffering 

without You ~ 

I am always new 

I am a dream too 

I am Impermanent 

I am not this pain ~ 

I am the touch of rain
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The Whole Mystery of the Universe In Us 

 Prospect 

“There’s a naked man next to you!” 

Alternatives 

* 

‘Anicca’ 

Feeling ~ the body with the breath 

Naturalist  

Sharper >>:<< Free Flow 

Remain Equanimous ~ 

Remains of Equanimity 

Inside Out 

some don’t know 

Ripening happens 

Your whole body sensationalized. 

You’re complete 

with equanimity 

Impurity goes ~ 

Bowing down, tingles in the toes. 

Why do I feel disappointed? 

Do you leave a Temple craving? 

Generations of those vibrations 

Children’s Inspiration 

Reasons to understand ~  

The essential of continued change 

Not ‘Mine’ 

craft not with Ego ~ 

dissolution in the waves 

Surfing dharma. 

Revolution to benefit others ~ the Motive 

by dissolving your own ego ~ revolutionary.
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Essence of Life ~ 

Starting to become Aware. 

Working on deeper meanings ~ 

hypnotised having no control over Mind. 

Go with Truth making merit. 

 “ARE THE PEOPLE REALLY BENEFITTING?” 

“WHAT CHANGE HAS COME INTO THIS PERSON?” 

Clarity of the Illusion of Craving and Aversion. 

If caught up how can you take the next step? 

Forgive and Progress!  

Everyone ~ 

Understanding properly… 

Stop bad vibes penetrating. 

Understanding always 

“this will also ~ change” 

Life Is Simple,  

Sharing ~ 

Loving Kindness from the Heart 

** * ** 

To Paint is to Love again 

Continuity ~ viewing the World 

with the eyes of a Painter. 

Impression * expression 

Stones on the beach 

like to be held! 

Empty frames 

Limitless Imagination. 

Woman in a vineyard 

floating Worlds ~  

The Masters of Reality. 

Japanese watercolours
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Colour 

What Variety ~ 

Feast for the eyes! 

The Value of Poverty 

In enigmatic fashion. 

Friends evoking ~  

INSPIRATION. 

Effect of the Negative 

as a push! 

Right effort is the most important 

* 

Feel the Art 

Feel the elephant ~ 

Where does it take You? 

How does it take You? 

* 

Drawing In Cadmium’s red light! 

flow of ideas ~ 

trial and error. 

Mixing colours  

Unimaginable ~ 

 results 

True to Your Self 

All mediums Open up ~ 

Poet-Painters (s’epanouir) 

To experience IT 

is quite enough. 

To Love Is ~ 

to Live to the Fullest. 

Believer how do you Worship?
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Condition of Man 

Watercolour renders ambiance ~ 

“Who is it, destroying the lure of the Masters? 

This phony business of making things easy!” 

Only the Beloved counts. 

Only the Beloved counts. 

Children use what comes to hand. 

and witness the Art of the Insane! 

There is no appreciation. 

A true artist prefers to give It away. 

with an exaggerated inability to adapt. 

Left hand ~ 

The Dreamer. 

When I found out what the left hand could do ~ 

* 

Upanishad 

“Fetch me a fruit of a Banyan tree” “There is one sir” 

“Break it.” “I have broken it sir.” “What do you see?” 

 “Very tiny seeds sir.” “Break one.” “I have broken one sir.” 

“What do you see now?” “Nothing sir.”  

“My child”, the father said,  

“what you do not perceive is the essence ~ 

in that essence the mighty Banyan tree exists. 

 Believe me, my child, in that essence 

 is the self of all that is. 

That is the True, that is the self ~” 

* 

Real Nothingness 

What’s goin’ on? 

Observe the light 

Divine Revelation
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How Big Is Your  

           Broken heart ~ 

                          miscommunication! 

                                        Which breakdown  

                                                  was that? 

* 

Trusting energy  

here and now Inspiration 

God has no face ~ 

no Hindu, no Jewish,  

Christian, Buddhist, Islamist, 

 Chinese, Tahitian,  

black, White, Red,  

Man, Woman, child. 

You make God, 

Your own face 

How You see it 

Each one of us has a different  

Image 

‘We All see our own God’ 

The tree of Life is a Spiral! 

Vibrations inside a Vortex~ 

* 

‘The Light Field’ 

Love ~ 

Is something which is best Shared  

What is this body? 

I create what I want 

I want to make Heaven 

or Hell… 

Why do I want to make 

Monsters?
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Summertime   

By You  

Giving  

Loving energy from the heart 

for deep healing  

Compassionately 

A deeply broken spirit 

 as balanced as you could be  

whatever the feelings ~ tragedies, Ignorance, 

madness of unacceptable loss and Insane pain.  

‘The Oneness of Life’  

* 

‘Men’s Symbol in Japan 

>The Power in the Rice field < 

If you have Revelation ~ 

You want to write about it! 

Magic in children’s smiling hearts 

 Ecstasy ~ to be in tune  

All together Love energy 

Angels being Angels 

perfect in here ~ 

* 

Free  

 You have to push beyond 

the limit ~ 

You have to suffer ~ Character change  

 in UNDERSTANDING. 

Finite Mind cannot accept the Spirit 

You have to push beyond limited Ego. 

Living from the heart.  

Revelation after Revelation after Revelation  

after Resolution after Revolution
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Why Still Wonder When I Love You 

The Sun is shining brightly ~ 

People are coming to the shore of the ocean 

awaiting the lighted path to burn them. 

I awoke to warmth, light and tranquility. 

Seagulls flying in the bluest sky ~ 

the chirp of birds in the trees behind. 

This Vancouver beach has so much 

of the eastern, tranquil breeze 

* 

And at night by the burning 

wood and leaping flames ~ 

the mystery of the Universe 

* 

The smell of a tropical village 

can puncture the senses delicately 

even to the exotic, mystical of Benares ~ 

beside the burning Ghats, touching inside. 

How beautiful again 

back to the skies of Shiva, 

or to the high temples of peace. 

The child as Sita’s daughter warming 

my hands and heart with her soul 

* 

Brahma allowed the time to fit the symbols 

needed for this Cosmic dance again. 

The subtle silk, sheer as Thai, 

is the musk oil on my eyes ~ 

bathed in infinite drops of Love. 

The magic lost, but again, before 

the veil to a Pharaoh’s treasure
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I say that this should be my life 

I was reminded of Age ~ 

whatever whore she may seem 

when seen with desire and need. 

Please don’t press this time on me to wonder  

of ruins, instead I see the life in Buddha’s glint. 

* 

Yes, we may all wonder ~ 

but please don’t ask me of its right 

beside this Timeless shore, for awhile. 

Please don’t make me fight. 

Whatever else I decide ~ 

forever the surrealistic harmony 

will I seek and want to live 

by the Ocean’s magic tide 

* 

Oh, no my son ~ 

you may have asked when considering the life. 

But listen mother and father, 

there is no more beautiful than this, 

why even think to wonder ~ 

just listen and look into my eyes. 

Please don’t ask at 27 ~ is that so old, or so young; 

why a son of ours loves so strange a temple, why? 

It’s hard to see each change that impresses Time. 

We may never know the reason 

but whilst the road leads to the house of dhamma 

and it is so refined with grace ~ 

Please agree with me your son, 

that I’ve arrived in Love’s garden 

and it is the most beautiful space
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If Atman 

can create an impression ~ 

how can one forfeit this time 

for something else imagined necessary, 

if I can Love, or can feel the heart beats 

of Universal bliss in this ~ 

* 

Why wonder 

why at any age ~ 

why should you expect that some- 

thing else could be more important? 

You can’t categorise an age for everything, 

to be born at 0 ~ 

to be and be and then die. 

To be and be is essentially being 

* 

Your being has a blissful, free spirit, 

expression of which is at any time ~ 

whenever one may receive gracefully 

the sense to know ~ 

the sense to perceive or 

imagine the subtle creation 

* 

Please don’t think I should be 

somewhere else ~ 

This different path 

You may never understand but, 

I have wandered it for afar 

and this is my life 

what I need 

to Live
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LSD. 25 

You’ve got a lot of filters to bypass, lost my mind ~ 

Mindfulness, Mindlessness, bottom line just words 

“A chemical delusion, a conditioned solution I don’t know 

if there’s something ‘Collective’ out there in the fusion ~ 

“If they buy into that, they’re building their own Control tools”  

Let’s go back to Napa Valley and have a glass of Pinot noir. 

What’s happening for you at the moment ~ 

Defining ‘Real’, Nothing is Real ~ dying words of a Sufi. 

“Nothing is Real, everything is being permitted” 

* 

The Drug. 

Snowing poppy seeds on our streets. 

And Coke is the Real thing to Charley 

* 

Forensic Nightmare 

When you wake up ~ 

in the middle of the night 

and the Pope’s not there! 

* 

Idea 

not to have any 

* 

Sun Lover * Amoré de Sol 

Light minded people living freely 

A tribal sense * coming together ~ 

at Sunset on the beach, with fire dancers ~ 

at Sunrise with the fishermen returning home. 

No more need of those formal vibes set in concrete. 

Enjoy nature, vibrant colours of verdant monsoon padi fields, 

enjoy Psytrance parties of ecstasy, enjoy flowing you and me ~ 

enjoying fully being here ~ now
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Coke * Juice 

The Most ‘Real ~ Unreal’ Love thing, in the which World? 

Passing through Finland with no restrictions at any airport! 

Saw Saint Nicholas with his Reindeers pissing in a bottle ~ 

 flying in the sky on fly agaric, magic mushroom nectar 

* 

Party 

We called him lucky Pierre. 

Wanted to score, took a Pill 

Invitation to a Psyber-Solstice. 

“Follow the Police helicopter” 

Looking for Aussie dread lockers 

Giving out Roses 

Ready to perceive & receive them 

* 

Sacred mushrooms 

Tuning in, turned into light and journeyed to Infinity ~ 

Buzzing quantum atoms abandoned the rational tunnel. 

Met a Tensegrity Naqual full of enormous energies. 

Chilling by Oaxaca, eyewitness to Peyote hunters 

making five pilgrimages ~ before the harvest. 

Awareness of flying to inner galaxies 

* 

Mapped the Whole System 

Four microdots and a Velvet Blindfold. 

Face to face with the Visions of a spinning Pineal Chakra. 

Magnetic resonance smashed in through your window. 

The falcon flew out and landed on a diamond Pyramid. 

Visualizing the crystals to heal your energetic chords, 

any bad blood relationships, horrible environments. 

Keeping them clean with the Power 

taking hold of ~ the hands of Light.
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Addiction 

Shouldn’t fight it ~ 

make Peace with it 

* 

See the Cossack Dancers 

+ve side of drugs; you need some MDMA? 

Balancing on top ^ trip not tripping; a witness. 

Progress of the experience, not Judge mental. 

Liberation of the quality of the moment ~ 

“Turn the other cheek”, Jesus said; it’s up to you! 

Who Knows, who you’re going to meet ~ on a river? 

Completely abstract because it’s combined with Reality. 

Another dimension, I recognise that Fear. ‘Cool & groovy’ 

To be Open to whatever comes; ‘walkin’ the walk’. 

“I was completely gutted” ~ Exploring mantras 

* 

Smoking Black 

“All the women stay awake, on Ice, speed in Pattaya. 

Fifthteen Police with machine guns ~ waiting for You! 

In UAE, Dubai 0.0004 gm. stuck to your shoes ~ got Life! 

Scrubbing yourself down going through Transit ~ 100 gms. 

in Indonesia, Singapore, Malaysia; and they’ll Murder You! 

½ tolla in his jeans, ‘Yabba Yabba do’ ~ Not on Your Life!” 

* 

‘Ow Now’ 

Bloody dangerous socket, light the rocket! 

Pay attention ~ rioting cows on the beach! 

The World is his doughnut, he can do whatever he likes 

for the rest of his life, fact from fiction, from intuition ~ 

from superstition, discovery of Apollo’s flights of fancy. 

And a Priestess with her own Love cult. 

‘The most perfect lie is the one closest to the Truth’ 

“Hi kids, it’s crack time!”
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First question 

implied by a Japanese, 

Hash? 

First statement… 

made by a Japanese, 

“Hash in house, no good, 

Hash and nature, Ah!!!” 

First action 

by Japanese companions, 

a big grin on their mouths 

* 

Beauty in Heaven is 

anything alive and 

growing in Nepal 

* 

The greatest thing about Nepal 

is that it is terraced all over ~ 

so that the people of the World 

could build a house on each 

and look at Everest 

* 

The realisation that 

this timeless view ~ 

could be the Supreme 

reality ~ 

the bliss 

* 

Dearest, 

if I could give 

you beauty 

It would be a pathway 

in Nepal running 

by a river ~
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Streptococcus Pneumoniae 

Living inside a bacteria haze, waking in a soporific daze. 

Smoking chillums, “keeping your mantra” transcendence. 

So why bother, why do it? ‘Got married on the battlefield’.  

Kaleidoscopic wizardry, breaking the magic spell of language. 

Succeeding in destroying the power of illusion, took a nice trip. 

‘Near death’ experience, Sphinxes telling us to snap out of it! 

Deeper harmonies, deeper fulfilment, deeper joy in you. 

How to be Fully Alive ~ Spirituality is balancing 

* 

Head hunting in Tehran > Shock, Awe, Horror, Terror 

Ok, I deserved it? “Now you have my head but not my faith” 

‘Converted many Christians by burning them with Kerosene’  

“In-tolerance, everybody’s releasing from their own Karma!” 

Ok, I desired them, fell on an Emperor’s Peacock throne. 

Blind reactions from the past ~ going to come back 

from Saturn’s green reapers, making the laws, rules; 

in ignorance, painful vengeance until Transcendence. 

“The wise don’t lament for the alive or dead” 

Dropped Obsidian swords ~ invoking female frequency 

* 

The Hilltop 

Drug candy, smoking charas, THC*LSD. 

Out on the town with your friend Mandy. 

‘It is what it is’ ~ and, it’s blowin’ my Mind! 

Nothing is right or wrong, all inseparable ~ 

You have an instant of choice in any destiny. 

There is no Ego*Mind, just Super Processing 

changing streams ~ wavelets of zero energies. 

Karmic frequencies, skinning up on a chai mat, 

holding hot desire in my hand, sampling a kiss. 

Illusions of ripe strawberry ~ sweet vermilion lips
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No Mind No Expectation 

“The Spirit experiences the World of form and limitation in 

order to evolve itself back into Conscious Union with that 

Original Oneness” 

* 

Peeped into transparency 

Knowledge of Supreme experience 

what I’ve been led to believe ~ 

Shown the Point of no Returns… 

glimpsed a victim of Attachment. 

Awesome we haven’t got a clue ~ why 

would they want to keep us in the dark, 

absorbed into limited-Mind Programming? 

Never even Imagined I could be beyond ~ 

Spiritual conquest of transcendental reality 

after bathing in the waters 

of Love and Compassion 

* 

They Run the Matrix 

‘She sees it ~ Exactly for what it is’ 

He knows what’s happening in a War! Do the boys? 

“To keep a bunch of Jackasses with MI6’s in Line!” 

“Imposing Order in the World and Kill the People who 

don’t toe the Line.” Authority deems to put you to sleep! 

They have no Idea of compromising; if they don’t have to. 

“Fighting War, Mad, but got balls of Male, instinctive energy. 

Sitting around doing nothing, nurturing a Parasite ~ 

and hatred with Religious-Zealotry put on top of it. 

Winding everyone up ~ like a bunch of Toys! 

Took all their Resources for Exploitation. 

Outspent them on the Biggest Gun! 

Of course it’s Horrible”
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Beautiful Life in India 

‘Lucy in the Sky with Diamonds’, heard that before. 

“No such thing as Bad drugs dude, but Bad Brain ~ 

for your Blame game. A Jackass from the beginning!” 

Discovered the Smoking King ~ Baba Cool’s magic potion. 

“Take LSD. sell everything and come to India.” Co creation ~ 

procreation, permeation, correlation, devotion, Saraswati’s darshan. 

“Just because you got Democracy doesn’t mean you got ~ freedom” 

* 

Divine Starburst 

“The Illusion as is Real, just we Identify with it” -Reactionary.  

Atomic galaxy central fusion. “Don’t leave home without one” 

The eight directions of a Pedigree, party Yogi’ 

Sees right through it ~ Soul Food, “being who I am now” 

That Sweetest Heart ~ who went through Hell (for you!) 

Found it existing in the body & Mind. Changing Image ~ 

to a good guy, keeping the bombs out of your backyard! 

Told when to Jump ~ all the strong cells survive the weak. 

* 

Trust to Trust 

On a train to Varanasi with a bag of Mandy, bottle of poppers 

and nymphomaniac who’ll never leave you ~ “Fancy a Fuck?” 

You can be HIGH on Life, can’t you? Don’t need stimulants! 

We’re so full of Control/Ego Programs! How to get rid of them? 

Playfulness ~ “Can I hold your hand, will you hold my hand?” 

Changing in and out of the now ~ exploring, observing self 

Changing the Mind ~ being in the allowance of Awareness. 

“Do you want to marry me?” Seeing how helpless she was. 

“Please help me, I’m lost in a fractal maze, delusional haze” 

Have to be together ~ on the Zero Point or we’re separate. 

Have to be Living in the Acceptance State for it to happen. 

“I should not forget it ~ I will be here”
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A Collection of Cosmic Keys 

Pain is a resistance to not letting the feeling flow free ~ 

Fluoride aluminiumbot, Strip Lights giving brain disease. 

Chemtrails, EMF. energy, lighting systems being detected, 

without the heat, fluffy, no thorns, trapped inside our bodies. 

Changed the medicine spirit into genetically modified Venom! 

All the energy is going to Earth, holding on or not; surrender. 

Rubber tires still holding the life force, of natural plant, planet. 

Whole energy from the 1st Mescaline juice in Psyche * tropical 

San Pedro, Lima ~ let the energies flow again. 

“Put the Cactus in the Peyote juicer” 

Supplying them fresh 

* 

Solar Polar ~ Alpha rhythms 

Branded on a t shirt, SLAVE 

“We escaped to the Zoo again” 

Hooked and fucked, Punch drunk! 

‘There’s a sucker born every second’ 

From off a billboard ~ ‘Be Stress Free’ 

Free Experience not a Planned controlled ‘Session’ 

Psycho active catalyst, (invented) LSD 25 for Migraine! 

A Spiritual antidote to an Atomic Bomb! 

Euphoria ~ free to look into Your Self 

* 

Siesta 

“Come Home, Pass Out” 

“Spending time with my pussy 

flowing with the Yoni Babaette ~ 

taking wheat grass, thinking about my health. 

It was horrible; still had a bit of respect left. 

Love your arse, gave her a Tick Tack” 

She won’t know the difference ~
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Scanning a Toxic Dump 

“Tweakers & amphetamine people so fucked; 

no time to process, catalogue, file away  

their brain cells without sleeping!” 

Composing in there, I’ve just got pricked! 

Supposed to be an increase of vibration ~ 

“Have one of these!” Spiked with MDMA! 

Shaving the crystal ~ Sexy female Vocals. 

“There’s non-so blind as them that will not see.” 

More beautiful with a little flaw in it. 

When you stroke her ~ 

* 

‘Simple’ 

My favourite word in India. 

Being ~ happy with it ~ harmony 

Meditation is everywhere ~ 

Divining Light 

* 

Osho 

‘When you are utterly empty the whole existence enters you. 

All the stars are within you, all the flowers, the Sun, the Moon’ 

* 

Blue Moon 

Seeing the Mirages all standing up. 

Your Mind and body disconnecting ~ 

Drowned in a bag of horse tranquiliser! 

You won’t die but you might flip out awhile. 

How directly attuned/moleculed are you? 

60’s LSD. a U S. ‘Top Secret’ ~ leaked out. 

Capt. Methrie found it as the way to Heaven! 

It’s in India whichever Level you want to find. 

Enlightened being in that field ~ Je t’aime 

No questions asked
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The Rock Will Come to You 

Respectful to Genesis’ ~ Creation of the lovely flower of Life. 

She chose classic emeralds rather than sparkling diamonds. 

Living in Fairyland ~ “Give me the Facts, Figures, meta-data. 

There is No Life in there!” 

“It’s not often someone gives you a packet of Condoms 

that you thought were Nice biscuits!” ‘Great fuckin’ Acid!’ 

Magical mushrooms, sublime psilocybin, ecstatic MDMA. 

We had it all over our faces ~ broken sugar crystal*cubes. 

“When we come together at parties we Create ~ 

All this lovely energy” 

* 

Journeys Out of Substitute Existences 

Just Live it ~You’ve Come Alive; Wow! 

Taking Puja at the Shiva village Shrine. 

You look like a very happy wreck. 

Let’s have Wampum, no need… 

for bellicose threatening of War 

or motiveless, wanton destruction! 

Once a very popular custom. 

Hard to evaluate, judge it! 

To see through what it is, brother. 

Early morning harmony 

tapestry of our being alive~ 

embracing with a lovely kiss 

* 

Rewiring Yourself ~  

Is it Right to be Happy? 

Mirroring reflections of Ourselves!  

Here and now ~ Your Kundalini Rainbow 

reflected in my eyes and in your soft sighs ~ 

In your cries, and in our highs between your thighs. 

The Breaking of the light into rays
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Watching from the Ghats at Varanasi 

“Chillum, chai, chapatti ~ chelo Parvati” 

I’d like to see a blonde Radha in a Cosmic fairy tale. 

All that rushin’ round for a glistening, black Moonbeam. 

Too much of a good thing ~ Supra hard-core Kali vibes. 

Has she got a heart ~ sitting in exploding jet streams. 

* 

State of a Quiet Mind 

Just got to Log on * Up-link you can afford. 

Spaciness of a multi*coloured hologram, Wizard. 

Shaking with the vibrations of a Chakra explosion. 

“If you ask yourself during Meditation ~ 

if you’re Meditating, then you’re not Meditating” 

5D Geomancy maps and a Psychedelic Bulletin. 

Close your eyes, let it come to you.... 

Your dimension, any equation you want. 

“DMT ~ you get when you’re born and die” 

Dancing with sacred molecules of Ayuhuasca. 

It’s there, on Acid you have a chance to realise. 

1st Trip ~ Took me to where I was going…. 

Changed my life forever; just like meeting you! 

One with your infinite Universe * ultra-Imaginary. 

A gift, a Big Surprise, that’s what we all need. 

Everything sounds good to me 

* 

The Diamond Cutter 

It’s Your Mind that Operates on the Mind. 

Overcome any defilements with breath ~ 

Purification of the delusional Auxiliary Attacks. 

But how to go < beyond > this Mind to Space? 

Deeper Awareness * Deeper Penetration 

Your full trancing prayer at Shiva Valley. 

Quieten, still ~ calmer, concentration
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Vision * Quests 

Ethereal Cosmos ~ In tune with Earth 

Participation ~ everyone shares 

Could remember everything 

from the furthest light year shooting star 

into the deepest dimensions of our heart. 

Who has to pay for Joy? 

You make your own reality, every moment, 

together transmutation ~ free, Psytrance Party 

Coming out whirling in the moment, full dancing, 

going back to her juices 

* 

Bonus Conspiracy 

Married a niece of Kali in Mali, painted by a Daliesque 

Ingénue. “Opening more of those doors of Perception 

of course; they’re going to put a lock on the house!” 

“Who is really living it ~ * ~ Free to Party” 

“With alcohol you don’t need a lock 

because You can’t get out the room!” 

“Breaking the taboos, biological incentives; 

I’d rather have a bullet in the head!” 

No, I don’t know about that ~ 

* 

Belief System 

Completely twisted, I was living it! Testing your Pill at the door. 

What a free spirit that was! On a sense of adventure ~ early on. 

So, they make sure everyone’s having a good time; Thank you. 

Enjoying It, get out of the way, no resistance, less blockages ~ 

Breaking through, being in the creative mix ~ Spontaneous. 

“but no way I want to be in the band ~ just Egoless ~ Perfect” 

Change the pattern of the thought, taking off the veil, just to be. 

Electric guitar full jamming, play it for the sound that comes out. 

In streams of free consciousness.
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FREE TO SMILE 

The Power of the Dyson to alter a woman’s mind! 

The Power of MDMA to turn a stranger into a Minx. 

Not everything has a meaning ~ a babbling brook. 

I’ve done all that Warrior training Baba. 

Driving around the World in a Psychedelic Ice Cream Van. 

Eureka moment ~ “Seems like an acid trip that never ended!” 

“You need another set of eyes” ~ “Just need to Open yours.” 

The tree was dancing the whole night ~ Organically Orgasmic. 

“I’m in it, do you think she’s in it too?” There’s only so much crap 

you can put up with on the way to finding something interesting. 

If you have it in your Consciousness ~ it happens like that! 

Gurus spend their time listening to the silence. 

Nature telling you what’s goin’ on ~ 

Take her a Rose 

* 

Flying Trip 

Chinese music, carving Tigers, swirling rose petals in my Spirit. 

You build with practice, self-control, controlling your Mind-sets! 

You’re feeling like an angel, everything you wanted came true. 

When I got dusted, trying to play darts on PCP. 

Smokin’ hash for thousands of years. 

Talkin’ to his flip flops about K holes. 

Good acidic neural networks, cruising along route 66. 

Ketamine just say ‘Neigh’ to a line of horses; he was messy,  

she was narcissistic, stroppy; ‘AT LEAST BE HAPPY’ 

Learning as you go in and out ~ Charms of a poppy! 

“Why would anyone NOT want to be Happy?” 

Said my philosophy teacher from Benares. 

“If you got ‘em don’t waste them”
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‘Doors of Perception’ 

Salisbury hippy ~ “Don’t know a lot about Unlocking” 

Hofmann’s synthesized microgram Open your windows!” 

“The freshest acid you ever took, Super mikes, dots, 

Purple Oms, Smiling Buddhas, California Sunshine. 

Vivid paisley patterns in my eyes, not hallucinating, 

body rushin’~ even if you can ride the mega waves. 

The doh that sees everything, more in the allowing ~ 

Lot of unaware muppets, we called them India blahs. 

Manali is loved ~ the Temple balls we were moochin” 

A facilitator of the journey, you travel and heal yourself. 

* 

Plighted to a Diamond 

Sleeping with Venus 

holding the deep Red crystal in your heart 

Conscious of the Limits 

of the Sense body 

A Shell ~ when it goes, 

go to the True essence 

the true being ~ no fear dear 

* 

I think 

Lou Reed produces the music 

capturing the colourful freaks ~ 

the humorous, the silent, unknowing 

of the ~ "Yeah man you digging it too" 

people ~ who were seen 

in very dark restaurants in Amsterdam 

and on top of volcanoes in Guatemala. 

Sometimes gathering after rain ~ 

mushrooms of Oaxaca and Indonesia
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Erect blue Viagra * Her pink Niagara 

Communicating with a King Cobra in Silence ~ 

Nice to be chased by Your Lover into a Tank of Samadhi. 

Crawling to you on my heart ~ petals falling from the sky. 

Aphrodite standing in the shell of Immortality 

Naked Venus dancing on the tip of my tongue. 

Feeling the breath of a Goddess, the most beautiful 

I’ve ever seen. Caressing her gorgeous arse. 

Pulsating Perfect ~ sexual body, gushing. 

“Where are you from?” “Sensual Italy” 

Masturbating herself on a sun bed, show meant for lucky me. 

Beside the languid Arabian sea, “Grazie mia bellisima Rati.” 

Licking you, seducing you, sucking you, entering you. 

Kiss me darling, wanting you deeper in my mouth. 

Opening your lusciousness, dissolving in my blood. 

Stop the thoughts, stop the thinking, 

the one I’m searching for Is in me. 

A lovely romantic Illusion 

* 

Whose Soul’s craving attention? 

Rainbow warrior, Sun worshipper, Freedom fighter at a Ceilidh ~ 

My Sari of dreams, she weaved it from silk with Shiva moon man. 

Seductive Wild women, Ninja boots, big bag of Class A drugs! 

Surrendering has nothing to do with giving up ~ it’s Spiritual. 

Trust to Trust going with free flow ~ guided by the inspiration. 

Potency tuning its frequency, feeling it through natural Touch. 

I was centred in my sub~conscious’ vital stream of life force ~ 

It happened that way, doesn’t matter what you think you want. 

Keep aware of equanimity, dhamma, whatever is, it’s all Good. 

Light workers raising vibrations of the Planet ~ unfolding Lotus 

from inside ~ Integration * go within or go without ~ All is Love
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Paradise Heaven 

I thought I was in heaven 

setting of the Sun how bright. 

What amazing colours you spray! 

Greens, yellows, all the amazing shades. 

The turquoise, blue sea its current flows by ~ 

The Sun's white ~ Golden beams reflecting, 

changing frequencies in the purple ripples. 

My dimension is moving ~ 

What is real, am I alive or dead? 

Dead in the Universe. 

* 

A sight of Heaven, as the Universe. 

Can't look anymore ~ gives me 

the feeling of strong movement. 

Crashing, reeling my brain ~ 

The textures of the soft sand, 

the tastes, the chills ~ unknown. 

Yes, but there’s divine Heaven too. 

Will I move again, am I real or just 

a viewer, eye on the Supreme reality; 

Is this Supreme reality? 

I'm still conscious ~ 

of the reality by which I arrived here. 

* 

This is Thailand isn't it? 

This is a place? This beach, those trees ~ 

the distant people; are they my imagery? 

No, they are real, so are you. 

A trip ~ don’t lose it.
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A Trip 

The God experience ~ 

The natural wonder of the Sun. 

Its amazing imagery giving 

the colour spectrum to ~ 

caress my eyes and brain. 

Wow, those reflections, 

that ripple of purple ~ 

burning magma, flowing 

Will it change? 

Am I mad? 

Am I mad? 

What is real anymore? 

So frightening but you know, 

don't you? Yes I think so ~ 

I have something to hold onto 

or is it my barrier to Paradise? 

* 

This is the most unreal Place. 

Spectacular, mystical with its white soft beach 

Blue, turquoise, silver to emerald contrast ~ 

The mountains, shades of green. 

Life, jungle trees, palms blowing. 

This spectrum is ~ 

the combination to turn reality 

* 

Everyone is Stoned ~ waiting 

for the setting of the Sun. 

Waiting for the release ~ 

To, to, to ~ Wait for me! 

This is the most surreal. 

Is it therefore so unreal?
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The strangers seem so ~ 

Reality is in these people 

living here and feeding us. 

Their looks ~ not so afar. 

You who live in Paradise, 

what do you care ~ what? 

Me, who comes from where? 

To this marvel in Siam ~ 

Unbelievable its touch on your Soul. 

The essence, feeling of forever, 

a lingering smile ~ 

The fruits of Earth 

* 

There are so many different types of people 

in this World but the first categorisation 

has to be between those 

Stoned and those Not Stoned. 

Have I just realised to which extent, and the 

ultimate difference between the two states? 

To trip on grass ~ 

If their state is an approximate one, 

then two distinct Realities exist. 

How much of the East is ~ 

and has been always stoned? 

Yes, but (did you realise, do you?) 

how much of the West? 

* 

Has my confined reality  

expected everything that exists ~ 

to be from my relative straight reality, 

which I imagined I shared broadly with most. 

But now I must accept that possibly civilization
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was built by Stoned people. 

Art was conceived by Stoned people? 

Did Huxley, Tom Robbins write stoned? 

were Lascaux, Bosch, Kandinsky, Dali stoned? 

How many of the achievements of mankind 

were conceived from a different, alternative reality? 

And so how will I/we ever understand the Truth? 

Now I've been so Stoned ~ 

have I realised 

another plane, dimension exists ~ 

either as a combined reality or 

a separate reality 

* 

If a separate reality exists then have I 

just joined after five years of the infrequent joint? 

Was it like this for all of them ~ 

when they said, ‘we all get Stoned!’ 

(if so then I was never before ‘Stoned’) 

How did I ever manage with them? 

How did I fit? 

* 

If this isn't real but I keep/retain images, memories 

of people, experiences, my family in my mind, 

is that a resistance or a barrier? 

Just let it all go ~ 

* 

A possibility of ‘Madness’, travelling in Thailand. 

How far would that madness carry me before ~ 

 the suspected Real physical World claimed me? 

My physical needs living in a foreign country. 

How to survive here?
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Even if I was in a Stoned in/out of State 

would the physical deteriorate me? 

That would say what was ‘Real’ 

* 

My reality always seems ~ to come back 

to the ‘normal’ unstoned. 

Leading me to believe that is my usual reality. 

At the moment I could say that I wasn't 100% 

certain which reality was the usual ~ 

What if this Unstoned, ‘correct reality’ of mine, 

the one I thought I shared with most, 

was my own ~ ‘Separate Reality’ 

* 

Do we all live in Separate Realities ~ 

Is this what I've just discovered? 

In fact is this multi-dimensional plane 

going as far as the Ultimate creation. 

As far as religious experience ~ 

* 

My reality is so certain in my conditioned-mind, 

that I do believe in the Unstoned, human state. 

But it’s possible that I'm creating ~ 

that common reality for my own safety. 

Do I want that normal sense of me ~ 

as a piece of Ultimate Reality to exist? 

Is that what I’ve realised ~ me ~ it, 

but Supreme reality 

Me * Is ~ Beyond 

If you are inclined to mystical belief 

my Stoned reality could answer 

the essential questions ~ 

Supreme Reality could exist!
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I'm beyond my individual Self ~ 

So if these philosophies did come about 

by mystical people who were in a similar 

or more Stoned reality ~ Shambala 

should I be reading the Vedas, 

the Upanishads ~ the miracles, 

stoned or straight? 

* 

Does the whole of mystical (religious) 

thought belong to/come from a % 

of the World who are Stoned? 

Did I Stone myself into my Spiritual thoughts? 

* 

Is it then just a physical, live & die reality 

Life as an evolving 1950 ~ 

creature ~ human ~ spirit? 

Is religion Stoned reality and 

political science the physical? 

Is the physical the Unreal reality 

and we have to be 'Stoned Out ~ 

of the Unreal into the apparently ‘Real Inside’? 

Is ‘Ignorance’ not ever having smoked Buddha? 

* 

Whenever I see/meet a Stoned person again 

must I accept that they are in another Reality? 

That is a very big thing to accept ~ amazing 

here is someone in a complete other state ~ 

Yes but somewhere in their head ~ 

do they retain an idea of normal reality? 

(I'm pretty sure I did)
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Do I accept their Other Reality as a part of life 

or was I just so Stoned and 

they Can't be like that? 

* 

Stoned and Phuket give another World. 

In the days that the Vedas were written 

who knows if the people ~ the authors, 

originators, philosophers, psychic-rishis, 

if they were in a permanent Stoned State. 

Who would know now, 5000 years later? 

But we believe them today as if they were 

written by any great, logic-rational person 

thinking that their state be regarded as ~ 

‘Standard, traditional, established, normal’ 

* 

But 5000 years, 2500 Years for Buddha ~ 

even 2000 years for Christ and all the others. 

How can we accept any of it as normal now 

after such a time gap ~ 

such a gap of not knowing 

what went on in those days? 

* 

Did those days ever exist or are we only 

'Now' ~ and that is all, a game of ‘Illusion’? 

For if we are truly Ultimate/Supreme reality, 

these states would be movies we are playing in. 

Like two beings walking along the beach at night,  

promenading at Le Touqet instead of Phuket. 

We two are the Living part of this picture, 

we are there in this canvas, landscape ~
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‘The Beach Scene’ 

Out there by the lights/horizon 

is the Really Real World ~ 

They’re watching a film projection of 

‘My Existence’ which is the reason 

this hallucination is happening to me. 

* 

What if we were on a reel of film ~ 

a long reel (idea of time/Life/reality could be 

10 nano-seconds, sequence of Absolute time) 

We are in this film, being viewed by whom? 

This is the ‘Beach Scene’ is it all just a dream? 

My 100 years maybe 30 quantum nano-instants. 

Time ~ Is Relative; it’s a documentary, about? 

That interests whom? ~ Some unknowns 

* 

Realities ~ 

This Real and Unreal. 

How much difference to that time travelling on the bus in Mexico. 

Cows living in the house, watching a woman washing by the river 

and other amazing, surreal, separated reality to me, things/events ~ 

But that Mexican guy next to me was unmoved, 

as that scene was part of his every-day reality ~ 

so then we were in two apparently different 

Perceptions of reality (I realised, did he?). 

So how many configurations of reality 

now make up this Quantum Cosmos; 

Mankind’s perceived Planet in Space 

Earth’s fractal Hologram,1976 reality?
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Reactions ~ People who know, ‘he’s stoned’, 

they then know I'm different and why! 

In a sense they must have known me ~ 

Felt me, in my unstoned, habitual reality 

because they see how different I am now ~ 

It is with several different people’s reactions; 

then apparently there must be this definite 

fixed reality ~ by which I am seen to exist. 

Makes me wonder if everyone is Stoned 

and I've been straight, set-apart for so long! 

Idea therefore is to live the most beautiful ~ 

* 

How much poetry was written stoned ~ 

or was that another Self-Induced state, 

our interpretations ~ of a natural State? 

Are we Cosmic coming from the Stars? 

*  

Two wrongs don't make a right. 

Does the necessity to and the demand for make it OK? 

Was at least one Astronaut stoned on each Space trip? 

Is there a case for that state or any other out of mind trip? 

* 

Experience is a strand of silver, 

filigreed with life ~ 

containing all aspects in its pattern. 

Getting straight not influenced by hash. 

What did I really accomplish, realise stoned? 

Amazing psychedelic Insights on the first trip 

but subtle, acquainted reality is so good too, 

such beautiful flowers existing again. 

All their delicate colours and shades. 

** * **
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Natural Lagoon 

The depth of our body mind Spirit * bliss connection Amazes me. 

Sitting on a deserted white sandy beach, the water fabulously 

warm, soft, fresh air on my skin, so relaxing I love it ~ the jungle 

comes right up to the lapping sea ~ You can feel Pachamama 

Alive breathing ~ YOU are the Only other one in this Eden. 

Our communication transcends all the bullshit and fears ~ 

We love the same cake and Love the pleasure of each other. 

I always honour your Goddess ~ took a trip down her river. 

Now in a surreal donut shop. Looking for some cherry jelly 

for your divinely purring pussy to devour. Anticipation of ~ 

A Super summer enjoying your Sun * beams flooding the clouds. 

 Call me when you are dripping on fire with desire. 

* 

She Loves Fucking 

Like an erotic star who loves to fuck for you! 

* Sexual Sensation Satisfaction * 

Who knows those tendencies? 

Taking it to different LEVELS 

‘Higher Intention of any Forgiveness’ 

than to fuck someone again & again! 

‘Our Love Is Light’ 

* 

Now talking to machines! 

Perfect Craic in her perfect arse. 

Mother fucker, perfect skin, pussy. 

We are creating our own reality ~  

“I have more sex with a virtual doll than women” 

Categories: Brunettes, cumshots, hard nipples! 

‘She fukin’ loves it, that look deep into your eyes ~  

Spreading those amazing cheeks to the maximum. 

“So much bigger than I thought, fills up my mouth!” 

A delightful Vibrating bliss throughout
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Total Relaxation 

Grab those big tits, squeeze those puffy long nipples! 

Finger on her throbbing wet clit! Tongue on her tongue 

Rub it up and down! Are you ready ~ 

Hard and harder, raw, hot and sweaty. 

She loves to suck a Big fat cock mate! 

“Harder and harder, harder!” 

She sucks like a sociopath ~ 

She fucks like a dirty Queen. 

Dripping, hot and loud, don’t STOP! 

Deep, deep inside her glorious revulva. 

Give me more, don’t stop, Don’t STOP! 

Taking over her voracious pussy ~  

Making it soak with anticipation 

Flooding the Sexual planes. 

Is it all too much after all? 

What a great fuck we had. 

FULLY INTERACTIVE 

Raw, steaming and dripping. 

More, more ~ “Give Me More!!!” 

   * 

Primitive Cum * Sweet Stars 

Witness it ~ living it ~ being it. Gazing at Luna’s hot landscapes. 

Right Context; It’s allowing through creative Language ~ poetry. 

People, getting them to transcend ~ giving them the experience 

of shattering illusions, their fantasies and delusions and fears. 

Going over edges, through any limits, breaking Idols & taboos. 

Showing them divine, feminine blissful climaxing, makes it real, 

you touch the same sublime, hard core, erotic, sexual ecstasy. 

Full on Primal light will take you through your Cosmic Avatars ~ 

Altruistic, multi *dimensional * orgasms; Mandy will pull you up! 

Feeling delicious inspiration * passionately fucking in the sand
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Cuming Together * In Enchantment 

I'll cum whenever, wherever your cake wants me to cum. 

To be a sunny mango in tune with your hot, Venus Moon. 

I'd come for your natural, homemade jam, custard sponge 

if it had your lovely sweet nectar dripping into me ~ 

I'd come for ambrosial fruits of Eros or just a cupcake caress 

because I know you'd embrace my rapturous cock au jelly. 

I'd come inside your melting oven, there I'd be in heaven. 

I'd come for the joy of grinding your fresh, cafe au lait ~ 

its taste and smell, percolating, exuding the most sublime. 

I'd come if for only a plain croissant or dainty scone and 

let my voracious tongue lick your succulent, ruby lips. 

I know it'd all be delicious and we'd become delirious 

eating Sicilian cheesecake inside your smiling cheeks. 

I'd cum for syrupy strawberry and mango French toast, 

spread with organic, raw, jungle honey, sucking your finger tips. 

I'd come for sticky, Clity toffee pudding, drizzling lust just to see 

you smile, unleash your Goddess fountain showering it over me. 

I'll cum too for my favourite Ice cream, you're my perfect dream! 

* 

I’d like to pound forever your exotic wet spice, releasing beautiful ~ 

delicacies, their aroma and seductive fragrances transcending into 

our superbe paradise. I'd cum for your unimaginable raw chocolate 

sorbet or smooth labial mousse and let my phallus delve deep inside 

your Angel's moist grotto, whipping cream pleasure. Your exalted 

buttocks writhing up in extreme delirium, wildly throbbing, pouring 

out like excited magma streams over our sweating, dripping skin. 

I'd cross the radiant Universe to suck your sensational hard lemons, 

squeezing their tangy juices of temptation into my yearning mouth. 

I'll indulge, feeling the lascivious Black forest between your thighs ~ 

Penetrating soft, velvety layers, nibbling its quivering little red cherry
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In anticipation of such salacious delices, I'd open a magnum of 

Bubbly for the joy of loving such a gorgeous ass to die for; tight 

as a hazelnut, so divine. Knowing for that time your offering of  ~ 

intense passion would all be mine. I'd give you my erotic, Tantric 

lollypop to suck and suck and suck, and never want your mouth 

to stop in a lustfully, felatio, Cosmic fuck. I'd kneel before you ~ 

orgiastic cornucopia ~ overflowing with desires. We'd consume 

each other's hearts and souls all through the night ~ cooking in 

your carnal, blazing fires, melting us together into Creme delight. 

I'd cum just to feel the entrancing touch of your gentle hand in ~ 

mine, looking up to the stars inside your sparkling eyes, twinkling 

down on me. Giving to each other timeless liberation, sexually ~ 

multi*orgasmic flames beside midnight's languid ocean ~ holding 

you in pure ecstasy, entwined in the sand. I'd love to share slices 

of your sensual gateau, toppings full of infinite blisses. I'd devour  

you, fill your light being with the eternity of extra-sensory kisses. 

Our spirits cuming together for this surreal, magical feast ~ 

Allowing Love’s Tantric flow to live in us ~ forever being free 

** * ** 

Faiyum’s Rose * Triton’s Heart 

Who is venerating intimacy and sensuality perfectly ~ 

“She’s delicate, beautiful, impressive, original, emotional, 

intriguing to see what treasures are resonating within her” 

Hold onto your imagination ~ Adorable, brilliant Goddess. 

Embracing your fragrances, sinuous, lithe, sparkling gems. 

Particles of gold ~ changing the light effects to translucence. 

Stunning, luxurious, kissing your dazzling, loosely flowing hair. 

Passionately caressing her extravagantly dripping wet fighetta. 

Super gorgeous senses of profusion, rampant fertility in rapture, 

bursting flora, vital, raw, vigorous, pulsating, large magical lingam. 

It’s here to be Loved
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Seduced me on the train to Lune de Miel 

“I got that position ~ Yoni Yogini, Sexy Geisha Vortices!” 

“You’re my Raspberry nipple slave”, Multi Organically ~ 

She’s full of surprises. It was, it is, we are One here now. 

Giving Adam great blow jobs down by the old apple tree. 

Cast out into the wilderness for biting and swallowing it ~ 

“I like to eat as much nice cake as possible” ~ that’s True. 

Going with the stream ~ flowing ~ Serendipity synchronicity. 

Are you Religious? “I am now!” Free to fly ~ in the Open sea. 

Rapt arousal ~ “there you realized you were in Love with me” 

* 

Venus and the Star 

Her walls are (damp, moist) dripping ~ wet! 

You got to have the point to have the circle. 

“The party starts when you get there; the party’s in Your Mind” 

Feeling the frequency in the 5th dimension’s ring of 33 planets. 

Opening in the heart ~ allowing the vibrations of Love to flow. 

The colours showing you how to find rainbows in Sunbeams. 

Dancing in Abstraction’s light, creative glade ~ 

“We’re all faeries of luminosity for each other” 

* 

Inter Galactic Gelati 

Sitting in a true space loving the Divine, invoking pure, refine ~ 

Direct actions dissolving the Knowing ~ flipside… Bum Bole! 

“He’s shooting people who want to give him money!” 

Vibrations of the Crystal skulls if you’re holding it in your hand. 

Immunity fighting off the Invaders, reflections of Consciousness. 

You see an Owl ~ you see Lakshmi; Prosperity flyin’ in the dark. 

It’s natural and it finds its way ~ we’re all in one Pot! 

‘I knew what I needed and I know what you wanted’ 

“God You have how many slaves?” Licking, sucking, fucking 

each other! Free, raw, naked intelligence, blissful Innocence
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Shreddies to Blowjobs 

From a super lithe labial, miraculous, Paradisiaque Potlatch ~ 

A happy nudist organism living at the Pink Venus Caravanserai. 

Hedonism yearning, Dionysus burning with a softly dripping vulva. 

“I hypnotized myself with her Magic!” Your Blazing pheromones. 

Are your nipples receiving me telepathically, they're sublime too! 

Blossoming female Yin *Hot*Wet Explosions in her Stratosphere. 

Couldn’t find any Cosmic contradictions there! * virginal holograms, 

sucking all the myths up into Kali’s thrusting pelvic, Spiral vortices! 

Chaos of a Galactic tornado ~ spinning you in a Quantum Universe. 

Experiencing being in the moment of multi*orgasmic transcendence, 

allowing to give completely, from your smile and screams of delight. 

Coming ~ at the same time, JELLY IGNITED, Angelica Baby face. 

LOVE DYNAMITE * DISSOVING IN LOVE’S * BLAST FURNACE. 

Sweet, sinuous, BEDAZZLING fantasies ~ I'm up for anything! 

“I am going to bed to dream about sucking your Heavenly Cock”. 

Stop being paranoid and send me Passion Vibrations to penetrate 

my fantasies ~ How are you today my passionate, Aphrodite star? 

Yours is the Elixir of Life ~ Perfect in a romantic, Celestial Cocktail. 

I'm still awake ~ I'm a busy geisha, no plans for anything but you! 

I'm free for you every moment ~ my passion is always ready ~ 

I am Falling in Love with your eyes again ~ I have a Thing 

for your Eyes ~ I am Drowning in them ~ deepest, blue aura eyes. 

From my Asylum, you are better for me than Electric shock therapy, 

sweeter than any cheesecake, your nipples are the best pain killers! 

You are Free to do as you feel * I ADORE your natural Open spirit. 

Your Intention is Pure ~ it doesn’t allow any negatives to creep in. 

I feel we are both being carried along by a Cosmic river and to let 

it flow as a Love stream of spiritual consciousness, all in the light ~ 

The Universe is unfolding in our heart’s imagination, with No mind. 

“Don't worry about my Temple you are taking good care of that” 

Blinded by your dazzling delight
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Venus Rose 

Petals shifting to white and platinum blue ~ Crystallising * light. 

‘They were gonna pull the plug on him, then he came out of it!’ 

Bring a bright diamond to every situation ~ You fill up with Love. 

You throw the colours of the Purple Ray, ascending Violet flames. 

‘Light is the source of Life’ * Offering me a drop of Isis’ Fragrance 

* 

“Just Be Cool” 

PP. four floors of whores at the Palace Towers. Bless them all ~ 

They’re that good, wherever they come from, essence of the sea. 

Eating my oysters at the Pussy Bar each tasting like salty Sashimi 

Legs spread, sitting on my face, tongue tip licking her velvet labia. 

“Is that Spiritual?” Milarepa jumping off of the Holy glass mountain! 

Stepped out of things ~I don’t Mind what’s happening, ‘Inshallah’. 

Cosmic sub-consciousness is the most Important ~ Mind’s mostly 

Illusory unconscious ~ bad vibes with his Reptiles! Wake up time! 

Whatever happens, Space is energetic everywhere ~ Holistic You. 

“The bad girls drink alcohol, good girls give happy, Tantric fellatio!” 

Everyone living on their own path, consciously not judge mentally 

* 

Mind’s * Secret 

“It’s good to fall in Love” 

“It’s nice to go to Paradise” 

“I can’t stop thinking about her” 

Didn’t need any more Unrequited Love. 

Love Play, where is the Consciousness ~ 

in this tsunami of bodily passion and feeling. 

Staying at Hotel Venus during a Love monsoon. 

“I’m not just a sexy pussy, I already come a lot” 

Transcendence is Inside, not all the wants outside. 

The whole movie is unfolding in my Mind, make it clear and calm. 

Is it Spiritual epic, is it Peaceful Awareness? It’s not just this Mind. 

Troubadours designing Astarte’s Temple doors in Nova Jerusalem
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“Why waste your life with all this bitterness brother?” 

Attached, Existence of Exaggeration not worth the Aggravation, 

and she’ll never see it my way! Broke a lock I never knew I had. 

Inspired by Surrealists, painting dreams, Imagination travelling,  

transcending ‘That’s Mine!’ “Because we do Care” ~ Inshallah. 

In a land of pagan Poppets sticking pins in straw voodoo dolls. 

Just dance and glorify the Divine, celebration, blisses every day. 

Choosing as many lives as you want or make it out in one shot! 

Your choice, up to you ~ Coming back Master of Open Secrets. 

Being Spontaneous ~ It’s what you get and what you don’t get. 

With this one I’m completely Free ~ not chained to each other. 

Just plugged me in ~ eloped on Venus’ mother ship of fantasy. 

Unity is strength ~ many Conscious hands making Light work. 

Sharing bodily fluids ~ “have you tried a pink crystalline Yoni?” 

Letting it go ~ Surrendering even if it comes out wrong, a loss, 

that’s what it is, so be it. A REAL mistake but Nobody’s fault ~ 

She licked it too much so I was kicked out of Pussy World. 

* 

Have a great trip 

The silver lining in these freezing, stormy grey clouds here, is 

knowing you will again soon be heating up my heart with your 

lascivious desire, sublime passions full of sweet nectar, spread 

all over our bodies; voraciously eating my hard cock for breakfast. 

Cumming all over me in the Passion Pagoda. I can’t wait; when? 

My Goddess looking forward to our next dreamy, exotic fairy tale, 

looking forward to the next wet, sweetly erotic, passionate loving ~ 

Mon amour you are now beyond any words ~ You are the real love 

experience put in life. Your feeling is more than any gentle, romantic 

verse of Gibran, or lover’s sonnet of Rumi. Your heart is beating and  

you are beaming inside, a glowing, happy smile ~ dripping rainbows.
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by YOU 

I lie here with a big hard throbbing cock of desire for you, feeling 

your lovely smooth, perfect arse grinding into me with an unreal 

overwhelming intensity of deepest passion. Your lips sucking ~ 

me up like a carnal super vortex; clamped in uncontrollable wild 

heat on my writhing sex organ ~ devouring my * Cosmic juices. 

Primal energies explode in my Sahasha chakra as Supernovas! 

The big bang, again & again pumping! Don’t let me go, keep me 

squeezed tight between your lips & swallow me whole; rampant 

and LASCIVIOUS, I want to fuck you MORE & MORE and be ~ 

Magictisingly FUCKED and SUCKED, Cooked and Cherished. 

I’m thrusting my big Tantric spaceship high up inside your hot 

dreamy, steamy, dripping, tingling, sweating Multi Universe ~ 

bursting * infinitesimal Sunrays. I fuck hard your temptingly 

inviting, deliciously purring, exquisite pussy. I am in Heaven 

with your lips wrapped on top. Your orgasms are waterfalls ~ 

molten, wet ecstasy. Your mouth and tongue devour my soul  

Your pink petalled, labial lips unfold over me. I WANT YOU 

I WANT YOUR BLISSES 

* 

Navel Impetuosity 

The mounting of an ass, congress of a cow, jumping Tigers! 

Breasts exposed, rubbing, holding, clasping, pressing close. 

Generating love, friendship, respect in the hearts of women ~ 

shouting, screaming at that moment of Cosmic carnal orgasm! 

Wild flowers hanging from her loose flowing hair in full disarray. 

Her willingness to act the man’s part, sitting on top of his tongue, 

breathing hard ~ signs of her wanting enjoyment and satisfaction. 

Overpowered by Kisses, by licking ~ sucking deep his erect penis. 

Touching with his hands her thrusting body ~ pulling him into her. 

Fingers delving in between her thighs, raising hips, bighting lips. 

Unhurried sex while riding on the back of a dreamy elephant
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Multi * Cellular Light 

In our Custody Suites! 

Took a Super rocket to Venus, Aller * retour! 

‘Given Plasma energy to free us here today’ 

Not Controls to Enslave us Mr. President. 

Our Solar activation furnace burning bright 

* 

‘So tight you can read her lips’ 

The Joyousness of experiencing being in the present moment ~ 

More beingness, more amorous Venus ~ in extraordinary days. 

Not old Paradigm shifts conditioning, the doing, accumulation! 

Nothing I need to know about realizing we are, I am, that is it. 

Light ~ “the Sun came through at a perfect angle” 

How dissociated do you want to become? 

She’s living that pure consciousness ~ 

Just Let It Shine 

* 

Suspended Animation. 

‘A Lesbian went to weight watchers for velvet Aficionados. 

“You are what you eat” -“What, you callin’ me a salty cunt?” 

“We Celebrate our Magic Cake, joints & chocolate bombs!” 

   * 

Hosting Titania <:> Any Moment 

Civilisation ~there before the lost trees! 

Cupid’s blue bell glade under a flight path. 

Hanging out with cool people is a good life ~ 

Hanging out with a pleasure pussy is a good life. 

Hanging out with your marvelous concubine is a great life, 

a more passionate wife, who doesn’t cook and clean ~ 

What’s the matter with being crazy, I mean lazy, hazy? 

You’re proud of your sexuality, your gorgeous arse! 

Your supra-subliminal, celestial, golden paradox
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SUPREMELY SENSUAL 

Positive Reply: You've got the potential and you know how 

to operate in the best positions ~ synergetic magic * angelic 

sexual lusciousness gyrating on my delirious, pounding cock. 

Your tender love is fuelling the passion rocket. You are the full 

temptation, Venus’ pleasure girl, driving desire out of its mind. 

Only true Love is good enough for one such as You, a nymph 

of bliss dedicating herself to bathing in the Ocean of sincerity, 

where poets come to lick chocolate cream from your gorgeous, 

fully equipped body, that knows how to enjoy its gifts of pleasure 

laid before you by Hieros*Gamos, of the delight. You are Ishtar’s 

devotee performing subtle arts of consciousness, honouring her 

own Goddess, my hard phallus dancing inside Dawn’s ecstasis. 

I would like a private viewing of your heart, to feel its beating ~ 

Spirit, chanting a mantra to Eros' kiss. You’ve earned another 

delicious Sicilian, lemon cheesecake ~ for your work is superb, 

transcribing the hieroglyphics of a clear blue sky. Your offering of 

the most sublime treasures, conjures hot, lascivious anticipations! 

Happiness is growing with you in supra*sensitivity, making angels 

wonder; inspirational love beams ~ burst deep in rapturous petals. 

Your gentle seductiveness brought us delirious, divine succulence. 

Beyond excess ~ your being is illuminated like a shooting Star as 

you gaze down into my eyes, I taste your Cosmic juicy fragrances. 

I smell romance in you like summer’s wet dreams ~ licking sweat, 

honey dripping down your smooth skin. We'll enjoy magical trips ~ 

together hand in hand. High as butterflies swooning in your sweet, 

irresistible Heaven. Together on another trip; Love that’s what it is. 

Burning life's sacred fire within * makes me hot, makes you moist! 

Smoking hips ~Your puffy nipples, hard, erect, throbbing, tingling! 

Cuming inside her glistening milky way, exploding as super Comets! 

Beautiful people expressing their energetic consciousness & desires. 

See you in Paradise * blissful moments ~ feeling it happening as It Is.
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Hippydrome Mosaics 

Sense of Realism at the Circus ~ 

“You are excelling with your fica” 

Sense of Psychology in the Arena. 

Cherubs with bows and Love spears.  

A spectacular place for a bliss orgy ~ 

Quite delightful ~ this is the happy path. 

Looking at lapping waves and Moons. 

Inside a seaside villa 

   * 

Lingham Form ^ Yoni Yoga 

Accomplishes Venus’ object, using roots, bulbs and erotic fruit. 

Balmy, rich unguents, Kama practicing with virgins of all castes ~ 

Obedient tender beginnings not force, oozing from her heavenly slit. 

Sent her to sacrifices, teaching the parrots to speak after breakfast. 

Stroking her smoking hips, affording us the greatest mutual pleasure. 

Imagination in Lovemaking ~  

perfuming her luscious labial, dusky pink lips. 

Awaiting succulence, magnetism of joy, as long as our mouths kiss. 

The current of her sultry sexuality ~ sensuality is too strong to resist! 

‘Looking into her body not out from it’ 

Feeling her for a full Love Massage 

* 

Immaculate Deflowering 

“I Fear God, I Don’t Love God!” A rusty razor blade on her clit! 

“Put her in the Fire ~ sent her to the Jungle for twelve years to 

prove to us her natural, Goddess purity ~ Tried drowning her?” 

“We’re living in a Laboratory on Mother Earth... Hari Ram” 

Shakti unfolding ~ for the witnessing of this manifestation. 

To know you are just the Observer of her divine FORM. 

Brahma in perfect balance ~ Is It All
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Organ’s Spasms on Shiva’s Moon 

Living in delusions and then I just lit up ~ 

“One of those experiences you’ll never forget!” 

Wrote a book of love poems, living in Benares. 

‘Let’s have sensual pleasures not the Apocalypse’ 

Who lived deliciously with her ~ Perfect Asstrology. 

Caressing her Yoni, teased it open like a Lotus flower. 

Singing from her open heart ~ reconnecting with his muse. 

She had no sense of sin, shame, just a free, natural fuck. 

‘The Rule of Reason is Control ~ to Magical Imagination’ 

‘Following our desires to the absolute limits, gently, lovingly. 

* 

Perfect * Pleasurette 

‘Fondling hard a woman accustomed to stand in doorways 

and to stare at passersby ~ A woman steeped in seduction.’ 

Delicious, lascivious, libidinous, lusciousness, stroking languor  

Belly to belly ~ mouth to mouth, the mutually adorable shocks! 

He’ll always love you ~ feeling the intensity of her vulva’s heat. 

Pounding the spot, activating the enjoyment of her maidenhead. 

Enflaming her passions, quenching all of her voracious desires. 

Seizing a crack in the skin devoid of flesh, raising up her knees, 

penetrating into some unusual places ~ 52 types of active Yoni! 

Rati’s unrestrained, lustful voluptuousness, ascending our throne 

* 

Natural Connection 

Love of mystery, contact between genitalia of sensuality and You! 

Gaining a woman’s heart ~ Kama swimming in her eyes of desire. 

Satisfying ourselves through our extraordinary six human senses. 

Being in sublime touch*Conscious of Cupid’s arising pleasure. 

‘She’ll never disregard a man kneeling at her feet.’ 

Embrace her according to how she likes it. 

Just being yourself ~ that Instant is Alive
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In a Ring of 33 Planets 

“Everything for the best; All in One ~ with Mama Earth” 

Cosmic communication ~ tuning to the Crop Circles. 

Seeing the new, otherwise we’re clinging…. 

Send me some sexy pictures and Solar flares! 

She comes for Sexual Healing basically ~ 

Many aspects of that soul mate you find in others. 

‘A Star is a Star, a Planet is a Planet’ 

‘A Planet is born out of a Star ~ 

Gleaming in the Love Crystal. 

Transmuting your being*ness 

with Love frequency sparkles ~ 

A trillion diamonds twinkling in you 

* 

Out of Love 

Rays shining brilliantly from your Violet Heart ~ 

They are the Masters of Maya, in Maya in*finitum. 

“You’ll feel like a Sultan with 40 chicks sucking you!” 

Or they’re Slaves of their own creation; ‘You’re a King!’ 

Gone beyond ~ experiencing everything. 

Now I want to be me 

* 

“I’m the Sunshine Story” 

“Your Heart Wants You ~ to Live In the Now” 

Look after your being ~ don’t abuse yourself! 

“When you have nothing ~ You have You” 

Let your Imagination run ~ feeling Abstract creativity. 

Not the logical Mind of control ~ being more dreamy. 

Spontaneous Intertwine, I am a Free Spirit 

depicting the JOYS of integrated Love. 

Turning rain to rainbows
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“Baba this way!” 

Expressing yourself ~ You’re a truly unique connection on the river. 

Relationships are about relating, self-existing Truth, in Tantric Ville. 

“Did I win you, or buy you as a slave?” “I bought my wife’s freedom!” 

Something beautiful and lovely ~ Its turned into a nightmare for me! 

At the bottom holding everyone else up ~ She is the germinating seed. 

“When the lust starts to fade” Depends how much you Love each other. 

Free adaptation of a classic craic; “I Love this track” 

“I wanna give some good head ~ good, good Lovin” 

The trip’s started ~ NOW! 

“Feel Me” ~ she said 

* 

Bliss frequency 

We know what we want. 

Light shows you Truth 

Loving this moment ~ 

* 

Delicious * Lubriclity 

She is gorgeous from behind ~ luscious in front. 

Inhaling sweet perfumes, swooning with delight. 

Lost her presence; You can possess her willingly. 

“You may take up the position of prayer with your  

head on the ground and your buttocks in the air” 

Any posture you prefer ~ I like it All ways. 

Let the revelation of the divine enter into me; it is alive in me ~ 

Keeping my promises to her ~ gliding in through her tight vulva, 

soft touches, warm hard thighs, languid eyes, nibbling her nipples. 

Clasping her tightly ‘til she feels my Love, our passions blending! 

Ready now for coition, penetration * her pleasure will be supreme. 

Animating, Livin’ in the heat, being in Love with all the auras. 

Finding someone to share it with ~ sitting well with myself. 

Standing in the Truth ~ It’s making your heart sing
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Rainbow Butterfly #16 

Her mouth aching ~ aching with desire and wet revelation! 

Who has the key to her scented, rampant, sublime garden? 

Sex loaded with Psychic Taboos ~ Surrealism on the attack! 

Breaking all stereotypes, clichés ~ Liberations of Your Mind. 

Change the identity, expectation, definition, judgment, Ids ~ 

Seeing realism from different, amazing, fresh perceptions. 

Provocative, extravagant, dreamer becoming, LSD King. 

Taking ordinary concepts and feeling Cosmic energies ~ 

The Self, Idols, great sacred cows, myths of our culture. 

Theatre for the memories of the Mind ~ No Mind Space. 

Climaxing orgasms transcending the fabric of Illusion. 

Let’s have some Dionysian super ecstasy together. 

Got to be in the moment * sub-conscious Zenith. 

Rescued sweet Innocence ~ laid her at my feet. 

We’re part of creating a beautiful New World 

* 

Pachamama Dhamma 

Original muse ~ creative partnering with a gorgeous arse. 

Delicious Surrealist with bliss burning into your shining eyes. 

This is the Cosmic Ocean ~ penetrating you in perfect pleasure. 

Labia vibrating in the warm breeze of desire, exalted in paradise. 

This is heavenly ~ loving you, being loved by you in deep passion. 

Sultry, sublime, lascivious, languid, telepathic, enticing, dreaming 

of your moist, Pink Universe, soaking, wet as a rainforest inside. 

Poses her luscious femininity ~ sex on her sensual mind. 

Let’s have some raunchy primordial coition in flagrante ~ 

Bye bye, resemblance to beauty, different vision of reality 

Going beyond the limits ~ stripping her down to the core
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‘I WON’ 

The future with a twist of Spiritual ** YOU ARE A TRUE STAR ** 

“You’re one scorching hot pussy” “& YOU are a Fucking GENIUS!” 

Dripping, Divine Love Passion all over my elongated tongue ~ 

"The perfect is now ~ Put your arms around me 

Be here now ~ with Conscious Amorous Orgasms" 

It's finding the balance but I'd rather be kissing you! 

Yes, I'm ready for all your flowing Inspiration, Fantastic. 

You will have to get promotion up to voluptuous, Super muse #1. 

That's what I DESIRE, IS your vivacious pussy enraptured in delight, 

your wet mouth devouring my cock as I bring you to another climax ~ 

Magical fountains, crescendos with Goddess’ honey nectar and bliss. 

Your wild kisses sucking and lickin’, small, tight, arse ready to die for! 

The ecstasies in our union ~ tantric transcendence of all our senses, 

all our feelings of Intimacy are consumed, you are lost in an erotic, 

dreamy Paradise; I'm deep inside you. Our 'Love With Lust' Tour. 

Romantic hyper-sensitive adventures, all tooled up, cum on over. 

“Who invented the illusory arts of sensory, superb Pleasures?” 

Give me these, sweetness of life ~ not the insane evils! 

* 

“You can cum behind me” 

“I fell in love with you when I saw you eat your Omelet” 

“You can rub it anywhere just not on my face” 

Freedom means it’s Absolutely Not Relatively FREE; No Offers! 

Your mind is melting my Yoni with your lustful tongue, lips, kisses; 

seducing the man. Honey moon of Acid bliss by the turquoise sea. 

‘I was looking for heavenly blowjobs under twinkly violet stars’ 

You wanna be wild inside me? I wanna be wild, sat on top of you! 

“I can slightly feel a bit of waviness ~” Sweet arse, Your love 

poems touch my heart ~ Crystal Highs * erupting volcanoes
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Deeper & deeper loving 

“Drugs, Sex, Rock & Roll, they don’t come here for swimming” 

Dripping Passion * feeling Hot liquid ~ honey smooth. 

You are a sparkling Cocoon beside the water’s edge ~ 

A beautiful sensation inside your sweet erotic temple. 

I loved your poem ~ gliding in light consciousness. 

It’s a gift falling into your open arms, 

it’s a gift falling into your caresses. 

Enjoy the revolution ~ experience the love, be happy. 

Your kisses softly alighting on my lips ~ blisses floating 

through kaleidoscopic, telepathic air from your body to mine ~ 

Cool them in a bucket of cold water or tie them to a Cosmic kite 

to fly to the end of the sky. Hold on tight! What you doing later? 

I got the limes, sensual jelly and fruity condoms; anything else? 

Is there a white star shining brightly outside your front door? 

* 

Flip it on its head 

‘I give free blow jobs!’ 

‘I was a very Desperate Concubine’ 

Juicy radiance dripping down her elbows ~ 

“Cum over my nipples if you gonna cum anywhere” 

“You can bring a man out of paralysis caressing your breasts!” 

“It is what it is, it was what it was, it is what it was ~ As it is” 

Before I came across you literally ~ free exchange of feelings. 

Cupid’s blazing hot Love arrow, ‘Love leads him to her bedside’ 

‘He is known for his images of powerful mysterious women’ 

Giving each other what you can ~ Its pure fulfilment. 

Your Love is an ecstatic poem on your wet lips. 

“You’re a divine fuck ~ You’re fucking divine” 

“It’s all about living your light ~ shining bright” 

Notion Potion ~ Ocean of sublime devotion. 

Are You Feeling it, touching it ~ changing? 

Enjoying a bit of Lingam Yoga!
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Wanting to feel your lips and kisses 

Am I your muse? Loving your poems, love your passion, love 

your arse, love your beans and mash, love to be in your mouth, 

love to caress your purring pussy. Where’s your light shining? 

Missed sharing a lemon tarte with my super sexy Tantaliser. 

I kiss your lips, I lick your soft, wet Yoni full of lustful desires. 

I caress your hard nipples, pulsating hot, feverish joyfulness. 

I cum deep into your thrusting hips, filling your senses with bliss. 

You fill my melting body, mind and spirit with exquisite Happiness. 

We are on a Cosmic journey sharing our mutual attractiveness ~ 

You’re falling to bits, a breakthrough! How does your heart feel? 

I’m holding your hand in mine ~ my delicate inspiration. 

Cuming all over you, on top, behind, under, inside you 

* 

Space Face 

Psychedelic Astral tartelette which is what she is. 

Subtle value exchange…… Fun for thumbs. 

“The blowjobs are worth the headaches!” 

“There’s another puddle on the furnace floor ~” 

“The best way to enjoy you is to fall in love with you” 

Goddess’s lips sucking in a Tantra wave. 

“You can’t deny love ~ why would you?” 

Galactic troubadours in Cosmic heat 

* 

Love on the Rocks 

“Don’t talk about that ~ 

not talkin’ ‘bout what we don’t want, 

talk about what we do want” ~ dripping Yoni. 

Facing her pussy ~ starring right back at me. 

Sexual secrets of an irresistible Pagan liaison. 

Just sit it on it!
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Two * Suns 

Energetic Shot ~ Oriental Magic. 

Beauty unravels, drink the nectar. 

Spreadin’ it out to all light workers. 

Existential fear, lips to lips, Callipygian, hips to hips  

blisses, kisses ~ nearly fucking burnt my mouth! 

The Orbs are coming ~ all the Indigo children. 

“I’m coming inside me just being inside you” 

Light bodies dripping, melting inside us ~ 

Ultra-frequencies of Star systems. 

Jupiter’s passion is enflamed! 

* 

Loving Pears 

In the posture of ‘splitting her bamboo ~ 

Raising her thighs high up to heavenly skies. 

Wide apart for easy entrance to the divine shrine. 

Lingham in her melting Yoni ~ multiplying orgasms. 

Blind with passion, lost all her senses ~ out of her mind! 

Increasing excitement, juices flowing, dripping, gushing  

A man giving pleasure to the woman ~ what’s pleasing her! 

Consciousness of Love 

* 

Alluring Raw Clitolatte 

Yin(*)Yang*Mind full(*)Mind less ~ being CLEAR ~ reflections 

Cosmic Heart, chakras, space, energy, vibration ~ frequency. 

“She’s not going to fuckin’ shag someone in a tent, is she?” 

A couple o’ pints, a fuck, a meat pie and a curry kebab… 

My own Blow Job Queen ~ “Loyal ‘til I find someone else!” 

Enjoying first quality women; thus, ends the Love quarrels. 

Sensuous feelings’ radiance vibrating beyond the Milky Way. 

Cosmic passions celebrating our happiness * being together. 

Stirring ecstatic, hot magma juice; reflecting Climaxing Inside 

 Irresistible Apsaras ~ erotic feasting in a bright, Moonlit glade.
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“Can Christians do Yoga, Baba?” 

 ‘Make a wish, day dreaming, within ~ 

Not from this World nor from Another. 

I am Home where I feel Welcome 

I was lost there, now I am found ~ 

Our wants and needs become our aims. 

Mediation ~ Keys to one’s self-discovery 

We are Singularity ~ always transforming. 

Love comes to be free 

* 

You’re Psychedelic Not a Terrorist! 

Bing bang bum, expanding energy ~ my Cock! 

‘Blowing your Brains out with multi * Orgasmics!’ 

Cut the top off & suck it ~ crack Open the jellies! 

Cosmic Assignation ~ Spontaneous combustion. 

Wet, smiley and juicy, dripping in fellatial auroras. 

I’ve become enslaved or enlightened in your pussy! 

Humble ~ Open Heart, “You said I would” Inevitably. 

That’s my gorgeous Zen*Powers that be, bowed head of devotion 

Helping me to rebuild my nervous system, trusting in the Universe 

for the best of all ~ Celestial Ecstasies 

* 

Deeply Luscious Humidity ~ “Myam Myam” 

And your Conscience? My Conscience, It’s Clear(?) 

Don’t despise her! Tempting her Lover with kisses ~ 

How her female mind works; He is her Divine being. 

Understanding her heart ~ desiring to be his Beloved. 

I’ve got my own Bacchanalian orgy, me and She! 

Spraying her clit * giant figs opening at Sunrise. 

One of the wettest, sexiest fighettas on Earth. 

Chapora girls sucking a big chillum! 

“that’s all you need, a bit of bliss…”
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Dripping Passion 

Fucking Hot and wet, smooth as dreamy, velvet honey. 

You are a sparkling, diamond crown beside the sea ~ 

A beautiful feeling, Oceanic waves of Consciousness. 

That it’s in the moment ~ it speaks perfectly for itself. 

The King serves the people, has to know how to surf. 

He knows his smells; I know my Roses. 

Yin & Yang are complimentary in One. 

‘Freedom is Love ~ Love is Freedom’ 

Depending on what you want to worship. 

You can do what you like, hold it Sacred. 

Giving it to a higher level to unfold 

* 

Bird in a String or a Cage? 

Biggest centre of a caste of bandits with the Illuminati & Jesuits. 

Not by itself; It’s what you put in the time/space, singing wu wei. 

Enjoying here and now ~ walking with Dionysus not Dinosaurus. 

Pamplona ~ we’re not here to run behind something, we are in it. 

We are all the Masters, great synchronicity and you both know it. 

She can take you, you can take her ~ a gift falling into your arms. 

It’s a gift falling into your kisses. 

It’s a gift being in Love with you 

* 

ZENITH FORMLESS PASTE 

They’re going to have a futuristic War for Coconuts’ ~ water. 

Going into Fire, back to the elements, gets rid of the body fast! 

Crystal telepathies ~ feeling passion in hot kisses, wet tongues. 

Kali eating you up ~ good for rising blood pressure and clots ~ 

Ask for Juicy Rainbow Baba spaced out in the Tantric Temple. 

Someone gives you Ecstasy, makes the climbing easier. 

Gliding on Acid ~ it’s gotta be a graceful Angel. 

Expect the unlimited by giving your Love
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Who Am I 

“You are one of the most beautiful woman I’ve ever seen” 

You are my Geisha, Tantric, Private secretary cuming. 

My naked muse of Passion, my ninja warrior of desire 

& Peace. My Jedi priestess of Cosmic Communication. 

You are my ambrosial Concubine with the beautiful lips 

and a heart of Love ~ delightfully overflowing just for me. 

You are my true friend ~ an undiscovered Jewel ~ Found. 

Real, sublime, demure, romantic, sultry, magnetic lodestone. 

My co*creative Paramour, mistress of uncontrolled emotions, 

tight, strong, writhing buttocks locking us in conjugal rhythms! 

You are my treasure trove, joined for ultra*sensual pleasures 

flowing through my throbbing veins as eternally Divine Magic. 

You are my erotic dreaming, sharing days and nights together 

in Heavenly Bliss; caressing a Poetess, sexual nectar Goddess. 

You are my organic, Carnal Super Juicy ~ natural passion fruity. 

Your fragrant, velvet Vulva’s sweet wetness’ enchanted paradise 

to my wildly besotted tongue, tasting deeply, wondrous euphoria. 

You are my Amazing FREEDOM to Explore ~ freely discovering 

within my natural Satguru * in your gleaming eyes of laughter. 

You are Queen of Intuition with your pussy of enlightenment. 

You are my lascivious companion licking my delicious cum, 

sucking, devouring my lingham with your mouth’s desires. 

You are my Astral partner traveling across time and space ~ 

You are my aphrodisiacal mate seducing me with your kisses. 

You are my tender friend giving me the courage and Inspiration 

to confront serenely all my fears inside, with a reassuring smile. 

You are a Psychedelic flame, exotic, Star sister climaxing my soul, 

connecting my magical wand in your sacred cunnilingus palace ~ 

Now you’re my trustful playmate taking me inside Nirvana’s grace, 

sharing heavenly multi orgasms, dripping us in smiling ecstasies. 

You are my clear, crystal reflection shining bright, 

bringing me into the light
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Passion Feast * Love Comet 

“Just because you licked my pussy ~ 

doesn’t mean you can use my toothpaste too!” 

‘Goin’ off like a fuckin Rocket that’s what you make me do!’ 

“You can watch me cum while I cook in my little dress”. 

“I see that you have the respect for me, so that if I say 

don’t cum in my mouth you won’t” ~ Tantric alignment. 

Hot vulva muscles, “Would you like to cum into my body?” 

“You’re legally allowed to do what you want to do” 

“And s/he’s looking for Love in all the right places” 

Lie down, I’ll put the kettle on ~ Where yu goin, where yu been? 

Dreams to release hidden lascivious feelings and emotional love. 

Erotic Supernovas, Erotic Desires, Erotic waves ~ Cosmic juicy. 

Are you wearing your sexy socks? Anticipation is off the scale! 

Can't wait for the next kiss of your lips, sharing your exotic sexy 

creativity ~ feeling your romantic tenderness, gently within mine. 

Dissolving in her light ~ “All my Inspiration has come from You” 

“I Love being ~ with you Inside me” ~ Wet inside for a blessing. 

Do you like me licking your erect clitoris, sucking primal nectar? 

I wanna be in that one, eating your vibrant fertility, soaking bliss! 

“Just because I keep having multiple Orgasms 

doesn’t mean I can go on forever ~ STOP!” 

* 

 Venus * Energy 

Her wet Temple of steaming erotica ~ 

“Could’ve started a fire with my pussy!” 

A little spark, a gorgeous bright flame. 

Spiritual Spiral ~ super meridian Chi! 

It’s how you do it! 

Freeing them ~ from a web. 

Discernment of the duality 

that we are ONE
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Empowered Machismo Vibrator! 

‘I’m tall, strong, natural, blonde, and an explosive Vikingetteish!’ 

They know now what they want & they’re direct*Ecstatic dance. 

“Will you sit on me while you smoke that spliff!?” “I intend to ~” 

When does culture become embodied? Six orgasms on the trot! 

Let the ‘wanting woman’ pattern go ~ out of it, what a blessing. 

Spiritual and Conscious Orgasms ~ Can you feel resonance? 

“I believe in I N T I M A C Y with Lovely Curiosity, allowance” 

Discovery of your Tantric Universe ~ FEELINGS OF DESIRE. 

Consciousness comes through, appears, becomes, enters ~ 

the moment we let go and touch the Magic 

* 

She came on the still wind 

She appeared from Solar radiation  

Stars in your eyes Astral traveller. 

Who wrote those lines?  

Their intention took you to paradise ~ 

They stayed for the monsoon, always smiling. 

Frequencies of Tantra love,  

overlooking the river ~ Ecstasy  

at dawn waking together on the balcony.  

 Making Puja to his lingham, giving fruit to her Yoni. 

Screaming in the Jungle at night 

* 

Hari Krishna Explosion 

His favourite sport was killing demons! 

Thousands of lusty Cupids below his feet. 

Each moment is Infatuated with Lakshmi ~ 

“I’ll give you my Super Thunderbolt!” Creating Mystical Powers. 

Full sex appeal of Mother Universe ~ Parvati she has Lotus’ eyes. 

Venus’ vision fell on him. All an Opportunity ~ deep, Open Source! 

Send us a miracle with long red hair and extra Shakti dimensions. 

“That’s natural we want to fuck each other!”
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Welcome Home Goddess 

You took me back to calm harmony of mind ~ that can be found. 

Lots of amazing insights in the little things of life, sublime Kisses. 

'Sucking your cock is sublime' WOW! Waking up with you inside me, 

cum dripping like honey and coffee too! YOU ARE LOVE DELIGHT. 

Tell your puffy nipples to keep pert and hard, like boiled eggs ~ 

they need to be sucked and your pussy juices spread like jam, 

tasty and very sweet just like you. I want to lick your hot sweat. 

We are partners in passion, desire, blow jobs and other jobs ~ 

Thinking of the bliss on the end of your tongue ~ in your mouth, 

reflected in your smiling, tender eyes. Your Love is Paradise ~ 

Your nature is Bliss and you are sharing it all with your Lover. 

I'll enjoy ecstasies when your anticipation drives you too crazy 

and you have to hunt me down. In the meantime keep wet and 

full of desire for me and full of Universal INSPIRATION LOVER. 

Your erotic messages are Amazing! Keep your Pink UNIVERSE 

bubbling ~ inside your fecund rainforest. I See you as a water 

nymph just risen out of the Cosmic foam, I’m cumming to you, 

caressing your lemon breasts and we fuck forever, crescendos 

under the Shiva moon. You dissolve back into the ocean ~ I fly 

to our next assignation ~ your mouth guides me and I FILL IT. 

YOUR HEART * PERFECT BLISS * RAPTUROUS ORGASMS. 

KEEP FULL POWER & GET READY FOR LUSCIOUS KISSES. 

Fantastic, I feel so fulfilled and happy that you have these deep 

feelings for me and for yourself, that I fill your hunger, especially 

for the nice things. Need the delightful pleasure of your Bindaas. 

Where are you sunbeam? Looking forward to seeing you, holding 

you, kissing you, being naked with you. I'm waiting for you with 

a very happy heart. Take the Super deliciously sweet Express. 

“I’ll go anywhere with you for your pony ride.”  “Am I the pony?” 

“You're my pony, I call you Divine ~ Rain or shine”
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Love As One 

“You Are Inside me ~ 

You Are Inside my Heart” 

Spirit Is Inside. 

“We are caged or bewitched by our DNA jig & cultural programming ~ 

Culture is a Mass Hallucination and when you step outside the mass 

 hallucination you see it for what it’s worth” ~ Terence Mckenna. 

“My dreams cannot come true unless I wake up”. 

I love Inspiration but I love revelation more! 

Rivers of Karma ~ pristine Prana’s life flow 

 

Manifestation in the Mayan Calendar 

Long blonde hair, high heels, no pants, delicious, gorgeous ~ 

‘They’re not gonna come and stick a shotgun up your f.... arse!’ 

If you are movin’ everything’s easy; fixed, they put chains on you. 

They have to realize whatever they’ve lived through, laughing it up. 

All happening through frequency ~ you’ll fall in Unconditional love. 

How could you possibly know who you are? Daddy where are we? 

Having the luxury of time ~ flowing down the river.  

“We’re all innocent children in the soul of God” 

Violet, silver ~ golden flames of purification. 

She’s a platinum blonde, Crystal from Minsk. 

Zero is in the happening * Sat Chit Ananda 

* 

In Purdah Not Lithe 

‘That experience is not allowed to be felt’ 

Feel Joy not kill Joy! A very different view. 

Reverse Psychology or Juicy Passion? 

“I’m a sinuous, Erotic Surrealist” in full bliss 

with you ~ I like you to slide in and out easily. 

Cuming with the flow ~ Orgasms on the beach, 

wet sexual caresses in the warm lapping waves. 

Kissing her hard nipples, feeling her body’s ripples
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It’s a Concept: 

That’s her beauty, her amazing gorgeous arse and she knows it! 

I’m sure she does things she can’t talk about ~ Tickling her ribs! 

Going through the flames, Empowering & the embodiment of it ~ 

There’s your List, now go & fuckin’ do it! Some people like that! 

Going with the flow ~ can’t say I’ll be home for dinner darling. 

I gave her all the allowance to change my dreams ~ 

Yeah, she can really hold up the Centre of Attention! 

I want to make a Tantric Temple, creating, making beauty. 

This fruit is growing by itself ~ love takes time to blossom. 

Cultivating loving kindness ~ In a Paradisiacal space of Earth. 

“You’re a sexy piece of crumpet from Venus oozing jelly jam” 

* 

 Thorn * Apples 

Excited by the approaching prospect of a sweet fuck with you! 

Gathering his energy from deep down ~ dreams of sunflowers. 

New perspective giving us a new expressive, visual language. 

Feeling life as a gift without your sanctimonious religion ~ 

Painting what she has in her panting heart, Cosmic rays cuming. 

Please, STOP Invading my Privacy as if it had no meaning at all! 

Why not invest in the cultivation of biodiversity, focusing on nature. 

Nothing is more delightful ~ man & woman, burning in Love’s glow. 

Flower children, Love child, Sunshine child switched on to amorously. 

Nails wildly scratching her breasts, driven by unquenched visceral fury 

* 

Mind Games 

Sacred Tantric Sundays, let’s get naked, burn our bodies! 

The jam of Love ~ keep ‘em moist, completely moisturous! 

Living next door to a melting Nuclear Core! 

Fizzing fission, another little f…. blighter. 

Get out of the pattern and let the Spirit ~ 

run through you
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Oh No, Not Again!’ 

Making a cuppa tea and she’s on it ~ sucking another erection! 

Desire for your sex, driving ~ driving him out of body paralysis. 

More powerful energy takes over, can’t resist; Sexual Healing. 

“Lotta chicks with perfect bodies and no bad habits” Hot affair. 

“It’s not black magic, It’s Magic!” Still in an ancient place ~ 

Doing the mantra and leaving it to the Deity; S/he’ll sort it! 

Cocaine Kills the Pain; “What the fuck was that delusion!” 

“I will pass through that little heroin addict village; whatever!” 

Not paying attention ~ there’s an Ogre, Daku by your side! 

A female vampire, entering a woman’s body taking you on 

a death vibe. She’ll take your mind and she’ll take your life! 

Waking up in the cremation grounds; Your heart will STOP! 

All the ghouls hanging on a tree, don’t step out of the circle ~ 

“Kills all the males, no one left to take Revenge!” It’s the Action ~ 

making karma in the name of God ~ you’re doing it on his behalf! 

Scared, no more to Kill. “Here he’s not a Warlock or a Witch… 

no here, You’re a Wizard Baba” ~ Master of Mysticism 

* 

  Cosmic * Inshallah 

Uniform <*> Conditions > Who is a modern Witch doctor? 

The veil is another illusion of duality ~ Separation not Unity. 

Dividing and Conquering, subtle psychological programming! 

Divine Spirit is One, don’t need any special Identity from me ~ 

You’ll legally be murdered for burning pages of their holy book! 

I’m gonna lick you ‘til you SCREAM!! Loving your Cunnilingus ~ 

The Universe Made it ~ I got juiced up with a salacious hand maid. 

And he said, “dad get me, buy me yonder Yemeni slave girl” 

“I‘m not a professional Slave trainer son” Do you want a hierodule? 

‘Hieros Gamos’ ~ was the ultimate expression of what is termed 

‘Temple prostitution’ where a man visited a desirous, sexy Priestess 

in order to receive ‘gnosis’ ~ to experience the divine for himself 

through the act of sacred, sexual Love making’ ~ Hardcore Angel
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Monument Valley 

Looking for Time ~ 

In Space 

At the Galaxy Motel 

with you. 

Lying on a sun bed connecting to my soul 

sweating sisters ~ 

Hot Shining Bright 

Her Heart lit up ~ like a 

super happy, wet pussy 

* 

Yearning Suckers 

May God grant us the use of such a stupendous vulva, “Amen” 

Special exertion ~ ardour increasing simply at its sexy memory. 

Kisses her neck, hair, coaxing her to perform carnal copulation, 

thrusting her tongue into his mouth. Met a Cosmic Fuck Chick. 

Impressions of his biting on her lower lip; Enjoying the woman. 

‘She is your field, enter, plough her as you will, mount upon this’. 

Constricting tight her Yoni holding your lingham, tighter and longer! 

Moving her waist back and forth, up and down, churning gyrations. 

Here eating your pussy ~ fell into her Venus’ honey trap. 

‘Juiciness impossible to resist her’ 

* 

Puppetry of the Vagina 

It’s a wet honey flower being pollinated. 

‘You can only Love if you’re free’ 

I believe it all has to be free ~ 

People do what they feel. 

Look at that mad, fuckin’ Quean! 

You gotta get on, ride that horse. 

“Seven foot women with three tits 

with a milky way in their pussies ~ 

You’d have your finger in them all”
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Fondling Your Imagination 

“Doesn’t mean I don’t like it in my mouth.” You said that. 

“Go and find the oil” ~ Your nipples, my Fun fingers! 

“I’m too sexy for my hair” ~ the breeze is on my pussy. 

Fantasy ~ sharing our energies on that Level of Ecstasy. 

Airy fairy ~ like telling the vital water, ‘I love you’. If you can’t 

talk to your tomato plants, how can you talk to your own wife? 

Experimenting in the power of Positive thinking ~ the Intention. 

I need to get rid of the negativity. All Mind’s an illusion of duality. 

If you’re out of your head ~ ‘Consciously’ you are in this moment. 

Awareness, no mental-thought attachment, clear mind to reflect ~  

harmony, the Oneness * here now 

* 

You’re a Fecund Love Jewel 

“If it’s got eyes it’s not vegetarian ~ 

“I’ll be there because I wanna be there ~ 

if I don’t wanna be there, I won’t be there.” 

No words just the beat ~ sharing all the Pleasure. 

Inhaling, want re-erection, new reflection not election. 

Appreciating a slow ejaculation, you can cum all over me! 

So endowed, strong, cherished in her deeply, snugly fit pussy. 

Exciting scents ~ impregnated with the perfume of aphrodisiacs 

gaining control; Her buttocks’ possession of my power to reason. 

The sight is ravishing from behind ~ I knew she wanted shagging. 

It’s in this virile moment! 

* 

It’s Trippy * Super Nice * Time Flies 

‘You got nothing to lose, nothing to worry about ~’ 

Changing shape, especially as we’re XY holograms. 

Goa, a bit messy ~ Psychedelic effect is lessening. 

If you turn up in Anjuna now, where is the hippy? 

They killed the golden goose, just feathers left ~
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Invoking Oberon 

She had a job she adored, sucking off Caligula at a Roman orgy! 

Patterns, designs, desire; What’s comin’ from your heart? 

A lovely Program ~ It’s not about talking Shopping lists. 

It’s what comes from your deep emotional centre. 

“I’ve got a good imagination with horny Geishas ~ 

Wands evoking divine winds ~ Juicy light beams. 

Sublime Goddess naked in a Toga sans paranoia. 

Enjoying reality to the maximum of creation freely. 

Sensualness, feeling wood, natural healing stick ~ 

We are healthy and well, if you believe it you are. 

Just illusions carrying your disease ~ get rebelling. 

Getting back the touch, having Life in its expression. 

“You’re allowed to Love Yourself ~ 

Why don’t you Love yourself?” 

“I’m not…!” “Am I allowed to Love Myself?” 

That’s where it starts. That’s the disease, ask Osiris. 

“If you love yourself ~ You can have that Toblerone!” 

“You smoke? You, Yeah! Smoke in Full Meditation” 

“Give up or shut up” ~“I enjoyed smokin’” Be True. 

Your problem of thinking what smokin’ will do, to you! 

What would cavorting in Sodom and Gomorrah do too? 

Being in the moment ~ not in any delusional Babylon! 

A perfect Crystal fingertip ~ 

* 

The Last Dagger 

Written as a slave, in a Roman Jail… 

She was arrested beside the Stargate. 

Sand desert hallucinations; stop the persecution Lucifer! 

A Dictator in perpetuity ~ ‘One God with one set of rules!’ 

Divinity corrupted by Politics, the angel falls 

Stoning her to death…
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No Violet Full Moon 

I wanna be the clotted cream dream for your Cherie trifle ~ 

Living in a Love machine, flowin’ in a steaming Love stream. 

Psyche Guru ~ Hey up, here comes the Psychedelic police! 

SPACE TALK, “It’s life and death on the tip of your tongue ~ 

Rapt Arousal ~ the NAKED TRUTH * WILL SET US FREE. 

Ask Miss Golshifteh Farahani about that, lately of Tehran. 

Ask Julian Assange, Mordechai Vanunu, Dr. Daniel Elsberg. 

Chelsea Manning and a Romantic poet, on their subversion list! 

Must be mad! Prosecution’s Pattern of Treason and espionage. 

Yet the Really Insane are made Presidents and rule the world. 

Love of lust and lust of deities, inflaming even mythical Gods. 

Pan sharing laughter from the heart ~ licking a fresh jam tarte. 

Are you inspired by twinkling stars * eruptions of hot fountains 

between Venus’ & Mars’ bliss * Ecstatic joy in this girl & boy. 

Ask any faun about the activities, delights of sexual desire ~ 

Ask the Orgasmic Goddess of Spiritually, Sacred Prostitutes. 

Ask that beautiful blonde in disguise mounting a giant parrot. 

The Art of being irresistibly true to nature 

* 

With an Angel on Top 

All your Choclits lit up like a Clitmass tree! 

The Ultra human dream, the Ultimate Love. 

Know how to vibrate with it ~ in harmony. 

Realising their Intuition ~ of the Cycles 

turning it on, seeing through the veils. 

Accept the switch ~ Quantum Telepathy. 

New, new ~ letting go of your knowledge 

basking in an Ocean of Chaos ~ Infinite drops. 

Try making heads or tails of it ~ Living it instead.
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Punk Lotuses 

‘In the esoteric field of heat producing plants’ 

‘Having dreamt Creation in his heart’ ~ 

Ptah sat relaxed upon the Primordial mound. 

Seducing sisters of the Pleiades, caressing 100,000 petals. 

Conforming to other people’s expectations…. 

You are in the Resistance to the flow ~ wet Inside. 

You touch them differently 

Love the Experience ~ 

What is the message 

Who cares ~ Why 

Am I selling Myself? 

“It’s only what you give yourself” 

Showing them Love 

They get the gift 

Feeling ~ 

Not Sucking it (dry)  

too much ‘I’ Invested 

* 

Freedom Is Inside! 

Adverts did a good job on seducing women to buy Jimi Choo 

shoes, giving you your Identity! Visa Card #. Environ mental. 

“I’m not looking for a woman to give me my sense of security” 

Sure root to Madness; Now I recognize it ~ clear channelling. 

Get on your knees at the top of the stairs put on your Sombrero. 

“The Universe makes No mistakes” Consciousness is flowing ~ 

Unconditional cool love not boiling Passions of Homo Erectus! 

Hormones jumping and flowering on pert petite lemon breasts ~ 

At least there’s the joy of communicating, it’s going on; It’s Alive 

Expressing Energy ~ Tantric sounds, screaming with pleasure 

not that instinctive predatory streak in him.
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A Multi-talented beauty from the wrong tribe 

Female slave to the Ottomans maybe will end up as apprentice 

Concubine! A brilliant sexual artist knows how to twist a Sultan. 

Given to him as a gift to service his desires! A slave is property! 

Sat on the Red Pyramid at Dahshur wondering what the fuck is 

going on in this world ~ a magenta monkey walking into sight! 

Light in the darkness coming from emotional & psychic planes. 

Bringing in Abundance, holding the Earth, devoted to Venus ~ 

bringing laughter and the Sunshine into you ~ 

Conjuring joyful effervescence in your Soul. 

Free Cosmic Orgasmic, you’ll enjoy it more. 

* 

Consummating fiery tips of shaved, red hot Irish Lilies 

Flesh ~ Potion Sensual pleasure, resonating ~ radiant violets. 

Envelopment of a resplendent, dripping, fecund sexual goddess. 

She’s painting a Love letter ~ reflections in her pink vulvic pool 

* 

What a lovely fruity 

(Bienvenue into my boudoir western Troubadour) 

“You looked Gorgeous in that dress ~ on the floor” 

Miss November’s got a great pair of tits ~ 

Girl next door got a great smile on her lips. 

Here’s her bigger sister impossible to resist her 

Here’s another Winner made me become a sinner. 

Let’s go and Rev Up that super fantastic, happy dream ~ 

Let’s go to that Special Party, you’ll meet a Beauty Queen. 

What a great, sexy pair of legs high up to your naked thighs 

Deep down inside I feel crescendos of desire exploding into fire. 

She had it tattooed over her divine arse for all of us to admire! 

Taking it all in, show us what you got, your Power as a flower ~ 

Take away the curse, look into the Universe 

& Thank your lucky……
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“You’re made for each other” 

Producer ~ ‘YOU ARE THE MUSE PAR EXCELLENCE’ 

giving me all your creative energy ~ The juice of all juices. 

Body to body * skin to skin, moment to moment * Love to love. 

in our astral projection * my sweetest, psychedelic concubine. 

Emotional * Multi Orgasmic * Magical *Alchemy, Organically! 

Enchantment Energy Making Me Ascend ~ as in a real dream. 

EROTICA'S MAGNETIC MATING ALLURE ~ I love sensuality. 

You got the feeling ~ special effects are in your caressing fingers. 

My beautiful, supersensitive Geisha, YOU GOT THE TOUCH ~ 

that I love, you got the look * in your eyes, that I F……  Adore! 

* 

Luscious’ Juiciest Juicy Juice 

Left Cupid's caravan now walking through nature’s scenes, 

dreaming under her watermelon dress. I've given my lips 

the intention to find a way to give you kisses. Sweet lips ~ on 

my lips. Love all your Vitality; Keep it bubbling, bursting, blazing. 

I enjoy being centred in you, in your nectar ~ essential Fuel filling 

my heart with sweet emotions ~You are my dreamy vision on 

a rainy day by the sea ~ I enjoy feeling your Magma, warming 

my soul Your hot breath on my skin tells me you are deep inside 

my spaceship and we are ready to fly to the stars, to free space. 

Your soft touch on a galactic beach is the code of love opening 

my 3rd eye of enlightenment, feeling your body surrendering ~ 

to happiness, your mind in ecstasy, our spirits in orgasmic bliss. 

Floating over your navel, licking aural drops from your tongue ~ 

diving fully into your heaven ~ sweeping crystalline grains in the 

tides of your Intimate paradise, laying them on the shore of your 

beating heart. Transmutation of the Sun's journey through honey 

Cosmosis’ * light reflected in Life ~ happening here * right now. 

Becoming flowing streams of conscious ~ synchronicity dancing 

across supra*surreal landscapes into your mouth to devour with 

pleasure, to taste, experience JOY ~ this kiss in sharing Love
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Lolly Pop Sacrament 

Expression, connect a different style, language. Tuning in with ~ 

Alternative, Artistic, Underground, Psychedelic flowing energy. 

‘Revolutionary vandalism’ Socrates’ hemlock ~ Being here now. 

Separating the men and women in church. ~ Ignorance as Sin! 

LOVE SEX * LOVE ENERGY * LOVE JUICES 

* 

She was from Venus Via Mars 

“I’ve never met a lower chakra  

as beautiful as this (‘) wet Vulva” 

We don’t Open * we just Allow ~ 

A sexual healing is occurring now 

Intense, good to not get stuck in the density. 

A huge white light * Crown chakra. 

Shoals of exotic, Angelic fish swimming ~ 

Up and down ~ Inside you, it’s your spiritual vibration. 

Life energetically dancing on her rosy, pink pudenda. 

I used to be a mermaid, loving rainbow porpoises ~ 

Now feeling Sunbeams, caressing their rays of light. 

‘They’re busy doing nothing ~ Love Conquering All’ 

* 

Rapturous Response 

Really need a secretary cum Geisha ~ who can file, type, make 

coffee serve cakes, look super sexy in a mini skirt, tutu or shorts, 

organise trips to Bliss, provide stimulation/stimulus; has a good 

memory for where the blotters are, is fantastic, hot & wet in bed, 

in the kitchen or anywhere that allows for heights of passionate ~ 

ecstasy. Breaks are included. Any special talents would enhance 

the applicant’s desirability. Happy to be naked very quickly and 

driving license useful. Sense of humor with a well cuming smile. 

Celebrating our creative partnership ~ Spirit & divine potential. 

I am your true love, feeling you drenching me with Happy Sun 

Shine * filling my heart * Cosmic with inspirational Love*light
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Life is Sweet 

Fair as a yellow lotus ~ 

Nestled in her mons veneris 

‘I’m here for You & You’re here for me’ 

*Do whatever the fuck you desire Venus* 

Ideas manifested; Free to be ~ fun, chaos. 

Somebody’s controlling our space shuttle, Eros. 

Be the Best you can as a human being here now. 

I could see it and wanted it ~ Understand! 

It’s not a Hollywood movie fantasy thing! 

Woke up surrounded by jasmine hair. 

Came up from Underneath. 

We are free spirits ~ 

* 

Does he have a License to Whirl? 

I lived in a cave with a Sufi ~ that old swirling hot chestnut. 

“It’s not our Policy”, Terms and Conditions apply; Naturally! 

Seeing the control trying to let go of what? Whose Throne? 

“You’ll be hunting me down for a blow job.” Of course, I will! 

“I’m sure you’ll get a chance to feel my hot pussy sometime 

later today.” No time ~ no space to spare, fuck me right now! 

‘Which came first the chicken or the egg?’ “You seduced me!” 

Time is only a man*made measurement, concept 24/7 etc. et al; 

Existing Omni*presently not in some numeric duality, mentality. 

Which came first Cocaine supply or innumerable USA. users? 

The Mafia or the Police, Laws and Orders or Universal chaos? 

Causes and effects are all conceived in our Mind where there 

abides the Himalayas, deep Oceans, Wars, cultural constructs. 

All these conditions fed us, to Judge and make ~ Separateness. 

Adam & Eve ejected from the Garden of Eden by a wrathful God 

for enjoying Mother nature’s fruit with innocence in their spirit ~ 

Make your own Mind up, Imagination, forgiveness from the heart. 

It’s all the Abstract conception of our sub-conscious ~ Cosmically
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Angelic Orgasmic 

All my Inspiration has come from reaming you here. 

I love being Inside with you ~ creating a Love Union. 

Stroking your hair, licking your lips, kissing your sacred Temple 

of infinite pleasures & delights. “I think I‘d better 

make a spliff, have some chocolate, then go to bed…..” 

You release a flood of Cupid’s raindrops into my mouth. 

My sperm’s telepathic, your erect nipples are telepathic too! 

“I forgot about your delicious sweet tongue” 

Gets you into a different dimension ~ 

And that’s cumming from the heart 

Choclit Creative togetherness ~ 

I’m having so much pleasure in my pussy I don’t want you to stop 

* 

Copulating Adults 

Horror, violence, abuse is more pornographic than consensual sex. 

Conditioning people to believe they are Not naturally beautiful ~ 

but guilty, sinful, ashamed. Negative, not their full potential to be 

who they truly are, but slaves of an UnHoly Inquisition over them! 

Propaganda warfare, ‘divide & conquer’ keep them weak & poor! 

So, they never complain, doing what they’re told by those who see 

themselves innately Superior. Unacceptable in this global society. 

The most horrendous actions inflicted in their Holy name of God. 

And these Monsters go Unpunished for crimes against humanity! 

“It’s not the perfect party and we’re not the perfect people 

but we’re called to a perfect mission ~ to manifest LOVE” 

* 

“You wash it I’ll suck it” 

There is Magical bliss in my pussy waiting for you ~ Maybe 

for a Lemon cake, I would let you come all over my nipples! 

When, where, I’m waiting to do Puja on you. Embracing full 

Shakti’s power. When the Lotuses bloom the Moon fills them 

with deep penetrating light. Yin becoming Yang ~ All in One
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Pushing it for sexually exotic * cellularly erotic Pan 

‘It’s a jiggy vibration for the Cosmic nation’ 

Enjoying the flying ~ the more I enjoy, the more flow. 

Yeah, why not indeed? I like the EXPANDING ENERGY 

I like to think everybody’s nice; came here for a healing ~ 

It’s been a privilege to EXPERIENCE It ~ for me, La Terra. 

You’re back, have this ~ The Universe saying, “Allo, Aloha” 

Immediately, tuning into nature ~ full divine Consciousness 

* 

No Inserting an Invitation 

To depict the delicious joys of full power, physical, tantric Love ~ 

Nothing about last night felt wrong ~ every moment was Heaven. 

Created woman with her beauty to seduce ardent desires of men. 

Submissiveness to her appetizing flesh, you are gorgeous to eat. 

Amorous gestures, swelling breasts, vermilion tempting lips ~ 

The luscious spell of her Love 

* 

 Bindass * Hedonist 

“You can use my heart drive, play with my memory stick” 

“It’s your eyes they got me going and your voice!” 

“Love is feeling ~ I’m a Good person, No fear” 

Completely speechless ~ blissed out Sorceress. 

“The way to Enlightenment is through my pussy” 

“I knew you’d say that and it’s True again” 

My eyes are rolling ~ real absorption. 

Passion straight out the saucepan 

Loves to put it in her sexy mouth. 

While you’re doing it Enjoy it 

Don’t think about it! 

Surrender to Love.
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Cocktails of Allowance 

If you’re ever in a Native Indian Casino in the high desert 

of northern Arizona, try a ‘Blue Venom’ from the Frog tribe! 

“Six healers from the jungle arrived, 

they all put their hands on me at the same time ~ 

this Green Energy came in and I just got this healing” 

“Then when I came back into my body ~ into existence!” 

“Say it’s another reality, you just made a Jump and came back.” 

“I want to give you Confirmation ~ of the Illusory, delusion.” 

What’s my Truth Experiencing? 

Trying to find Yourself ~ going back to Astral roots. 

Remembering who you are; ask the Crystal twins. 

Karma and Wisdom, you are giving ~ Own It. 

Consciously ~ every spirit is different. 

* 

Another F….. Curse! 

God told them they were the Chosen people and they believed it!! 

‘Do you wanna feel my reptilian parts? His pert gecko arse’ 

“What’s the best Commodity?” “Cash?” ~ “No, black hash!” 

There’s a lot of Fakirs around; I’m not on drugs, just ¼ a day! 

Sometimes a Golden chariot comes as a wheelchair in a mirror. 

Understanding brain patterns to push visions through ~ 

There is an Infinity of Worlds, you build your own. 

Appearing in different places at the same time ~ 

Allowance and being Conscious about it. 

* 

“I wanna stroke my Psychedelic Concubine” 

“You are my ecstasy, kiss ~ You are my superb bliss” 

Getting knowledge of being Orgasmic 5 or 6 times. 

More to the point ~ she’s never gonna be satisfied! 

If I’m sat in your lap and you’re feeding me mashed bananas 

I’d be feeling OK
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“I’ll take the Love Not the Slave” 

Instinct ~ mesmerised on Victoria Vetri’s sublime, sexy, furry bikini! 

‘A primitive tribeswoman escapes being sacrificed and goes on the 

run hounded by hunters and flesh-eating Dinosaurs’ ~ Another 

Prehistoric Adventure! Getting the women’s vote was a massive 

fantasy to achieve but they did! Ask any girl from Suffragette city 

* 

Lips in the Night Sky 

Puja is prayer, a good fuck, orgasms of cuming closer to God. 

“Love mixed with Passion brings you closer to the Divine” 

“When I was between wives ~ being out on the Rampage!” 

She made me so happy ~ I just want her to be happy too. 

“Are you a dancer?” “I can dance ~ living in progressive Psy*Trance” 

I’m gettin’ a blow job and I’m gettin’ a nice, big hard cock in my pussy! 

Sucking blisses, exploding sex swept through lust’s delirious vortices. 

Psychedelic Moonbeams in an ancient forest on black silk sheets ~ 

Full of glistening alchemy and magic setting man and woman free 

I can feel it, sweetly delicious ~ What’s cooking gorgeous? 

“I’m at home, why not stop by for a kiss?” 

* 

Power in your Pussy’s Crème Delice 

Making their own De*light ~ a psyche*delicate skinful. 

Sending biophoton probes; do octopuses have brains? 

In your Cosmic DNA. ~ program working in every cell. 

Chemicals of arboreal Chameleons in Flora’s Colours  

Sperm surviving to impregnate your fertile embryos. 

Too many Robins are flocking in the orchard ~ 

laying eggs. Birds don’t have dramas do they? 

It’s like a live butterfly collection in that gallery! 

Creepy crawlies filling in all the space gaps. 

Organic balance ~ “Put the bacon on Love!”
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Padma’s Fragrances 

My light soul received you as a tsunami of delicious Tantric Bliss. 

I’ll see your Love reflecting in clear skies ~ in your eyes above me. 

Very soon I’ll be waiting in Euphoria as a lustful Satyr for the Passion 

train to arrive bringing you into my arms ~ a sexy, gorgeous nymph 

in her long socks and tutu, covering a delirious, sweet arse to die for! 

We’re flying in that direction, playing in fountains of magical ecstasy, 

brilliantly lighting up a space for you to come to me in full intimacy. 

I’m sending you Solar flares of Love through the grey sky to ~ 

stoke your heart, filling it with temptation and Fucking DESIRE. 

I also know about being in a stagnant place and going Crazy… 

in this Matrix of Insanity. I’m so happy that tomorrow we will be 

together *Enlightened with the stars in our PERFECT harmony 

* 

SEXY * ENCHANTMENT 

Booked in room 36, waiting for your manifestation to arrive ~ 

PANTING for your smouldering love ~ Hieros Gamos on time. 

Full anticipation of sucking your throbbing nipples and clitoris! 

Walking in a lush green meadow, long grass full of buttercups. 

I’ll have an extra Juicy Jelly Delight with Vulva creamy sauce ~ 

Steaming, hot, spicy and wet. Your divine speciality is beginning 

to bubble with desire. To be invited into the Inner Love sanctum 

of a Goddess, to kiss the lips of an angel, caress the big breasts 

of such a gorgeous woman ~ to be given delicious blisses going 

together, deep into the magical dimension of Spiritual Passion ~ 

THANK YOU, I think you’ve brought a new Geisha concept into 

the Modern world. It has a lot of sharing ~ Pure tantric pleasure 

trip to enjoy, which is always delightful with You, and I also have 

a ravishing Concubine who loves lager shandy and cheesecake! 

Wow! filled with blessings of a Love Goddess, I AM * Thank you. 

Now ~ Multi * dimensionally * 2b 2gether, when r u 3 next 4 Bliss
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“Oh, Oh, Oh Yeah ~ Oh God!” 

Chain Reaction ~ Suddenly blasting out of gravity’s trap on DMT. 

‘Your Mind has a Mind of its Own’ ~ energy keeping you drugged. 

Otherwise why have unwanted thoughts? Maya is still in Control. 

Her life’s made solely dependent on her husband; She is a Slave. 

Will your Loving endure? Is this Virtue? Is this equally freedom? 

‘Rest your sword in her sheath’ ~ don’t waste a moment of bliss. 

Draining the cup of pleasure, listening to her sighs and murmurs. 

Keep grinding, pounding the fruit, moist eyes, her signal to come ~ 

Exploring her body fully, laying a provocative hand on her genitalia. 

Sucking vagina, screaming copulation, don’t neglect any part of her. 

Bring her to her favorite position ~ licking loaded cum from her lips. 

Both Orgasming simultaneously is the greatest pleasure treasure. 

“Let your mind be free from all other thought” 

Complete for both ~ the Secret of Love 

* 

Fantastic & Beautiful ~ Rich golden threads 

Visual wonder and sensual expression, this is poetry I love, 

which takes Us on a magical mystery tour of the Universe ~ 

in your heart, this is Inspiration to empower your lover to walk 

hand in hand with you through the burning white hot Cosmic fires 

of nature, and to melt me in her Yoni furnace into love alchemy ~ 

Your words are so sublime, Astral ~ ethereal, demure, subtly serene. 

Your references are the beginning of a new style of Cosmic erotology 

which was painted on the bejewelled walls of exotic Tantric Temples. 

Laughter in the seraglios of Princes ~ You have captured its essence, 

drinking at the pure fountain of a Goddess, tasting her sweet nectar’s 

wet spot, you are sharing the sacred, dripping ambrosia, you are ~ 

feeling divine, you are channeling Venus' fragrant perfumed bliss. 

I'm in a Pleasure garden of delight with you, buds of anticipation 

are bursting inside me as the full Moon is lighting heaven’s night!
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Good to Know 

If you see it like that it’ll be like that ~ watch the Fear and paranoia! 

Fantasies of unhappy arranged wives, who do you want to be Priya? 

Siddhis giving you powers, captivating Apsaras for their own Pleasure. 

They’re not even Earth women but Celestial beings, 

more than eager for you to leave your body ~ 

Beachfront on Venus with Rati full of desire. 

Maya in super heat ~ Sex is the Sun on fire. 

What an amazing beauty she is! Her divine G spot! 

His five senses became his Master ~ Kamdev. 

Eros riding the serpent igniting all passions 

* 

 Mr. Lustre * Cum Laude! 

‘Voyaging through the Mind’ ~ 

She’s running on Purest Cosmic Love. 

On a full tank, soaking her flood plains! 

“I’ll hold you” ~ “I’ll hold you Inside me.” 

“Was that a glorious fuck?” Making Love ~ 

That was Love, fully together in the moment 

* 

Sitting on Dissociative Embroidered Cushions 

The Non-meaning of ‘Uselessness’ ~ Isn’t there such a state? 

‘Met Man Ray at Place Saint Sulpice for my free self-portrait.’ 

Who needs practical dreamers to create ~ Mosaics, collages, 

Lindisfarne Illuminated manuscripts and Mughal Kama sutras? 

Depictions of illicit entrances & exits, for young men entering the 

harem when the King is absent from the Palace on a pilgrimage. 

Let’s have a shag with the most preciously desirable courtesans. 

‘Don’t let any beautiful innocent girl be corrupted by wickedness ~ 

All things are connected by Love, act on your own best inclination. 

Affection awakening the radiant sucker, introducing your big cock!  

It’s difficult living up to the expectations of someone who’s in Love 
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An Array of Despots 

Riding through the desert on a horse with RFI Tags ~ Abnormal! 

Why does the human brain continue to let this destruction exist? 

Electrons are dancing throughout zero*point energetic fields ~ 

Bring me Aphorisms, Sutras, Koans, Qurans, Delphic maxims, 

inscribed on the exquisite golden vases of Pythagorean muses. 

“I Love you” ~ “You got a funny way of showing it”, with sonnets. 

‘Erase your minds and put in what?’ Expectations overrider! 

Bringing new courtesans from the Pink Nymphaeum ~ 

Gave up their egos to a Neo pagan from Eros’ moon. 

“What beautiful space” 

* 

Chat Perdu 

“Fuck, suck it again!” 

Where’s the Jelly? 

What a sweet arse 

She’s gyrating her volcano  

In front of me! 

What a body 

What a smile 

What a beautiful feeling ~ 

In the middle of a burning bush 

Pushing herself up and down your cock! 

What fabulous, delicious multi-orgasms. 

In between your open lips and inviting hips. 

“Fuck me, play with me, cum all over me! 

“Fuck, look at that!” “Look at that arse!” 

Come here pussycat, suck that! 

“Lie back and enjoy it!” 

“As you do!”
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Overflowing Flexi-Sexual 

The Tantric Temple is Unfolding, you’re in the middle of it ~ 

“I don’t know what is tantric sex; I love being in a cosy pussy” 

Giving to others in devotion, part of a reciprocal, circular flow. 

We don’t really construct anything happening or Not happening. 

At least get a taste for the journey ~ No Fear of Rejection! 

“Hey love do you wanna come around for a fuck and a pizza?” 

Living along le Cote Naturalism ~ to him it’s a Beautiful thing. 

Jailbait in your dreams on Tiger street. “Don’t Condom Me!” 

* 

The Elves with Red hair 

Surrounded by mushrooms in Spiral patterns ~ 

Really magical there by a sacred aboriginal fire. 

Need to find a crystal wand and pixie thunderbolt. 

‘We are the children of the Unfinished Revolution!’ 

Manifesting everywhere ~ I feel I’m from the underworld. 

Fairy channel ~ gotta keep your telepathic receiver plugged in. 

Apsaras are waiting, anticipating ~ they’re playing music for me. 

I love Venus ~ she gives love. 

We’re all happy Cupids here ~ 

Follow your glowing orbs Baba! 

* 

 Moon Glade * Angelic Cake 

Enhanced suckulent specialist, gently caress my lips & breasts. 

You are a Fucking genius, “I’m dripping just thinking of you” 

I’m missing you deliriously ~ I Love you with all my passion! 

‘Beautiful, your spirit is in my heart ~ my spirit is in your heart’ 

Everything pumping, your love is Rocket fuel taking me to Venus! 

Yearning for you ~ burning me up like an exploding Supernova
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Drop Dead Gorgeous! 

Too hot to Stop * Psychedelic Healing ~ 

Mango Jungle Honey * “I want to taste her oil!” 

* 

Imbued with Love 

“Understand how Cruel people can be by nature!” Stony faced. 

All got a Cross in their gardens but they’ll all piss in front of it. 

Conversion ~ “There’s only One coming down and it’s Love!” 

‘A gang rape in Delhi, on a moving bus in broad daylight…’ 

The Capital of India made into a joke of Law and Order Baba! 

Stripped naked, dumped on a road; stupid, evil men did that. 

Another Date rape, with these pills she’ll never remember! 

No problem you can buy them down at the local pharmacy! 

Yet they won’t let her have a cell phone in Orissa, denying 

her, her own protection. There’s predatory beasts all over! 

Haryana girls being burnt by their in-laws for their dowries! 

Violated girls in Punjab legally forced to marry their rapists! 

Freedom for a woman to be safe and to be herself ~ Now! 

* 

Pure Mind * Loved Inside 

Remember that we're all blessed ~ You are the radiance shining bright. 

We're Loved and Loved and Loved and Loved and Loved and Loved ~ 

Loved and Loved and Loved, a pure mind’s true nature is happiness. 

Going undercover into the heart ~ dispelling all this darkness. 

Tell me of the hologram’s crystal magic, what is the spell? 

Hey ok, we're all full of starlight and that's very jolly. 

What about those lost in the terrible Fear ~ 

It's as simple as that * You are Love 

Just be Love
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‘Eve-Teasing to War Booty!’ ‘Protect the Girls Now!’ 16/12/2012  

‘A young student was gang raped & tortured by six men, thrown 

from a moving bus, dumped naked on the streets of New Delhi.  

She was so badly beaten with an iron bar her intestines had  

to be removed. She remained in a critical condition, in a coma 

 due to the trauma and serious injuries; severe Organ Failure to  

her body and brain. Jyoti Singh Pandey died from cardiac arrest 

 from swelling in the brain and infections she could not overcome’ 

Now it’s time to Change, to Protect our most basic human rights. 

* 

“This Is My Body, My Tantric Temple” ~ ‘Ignorance Is Violence!’ 

This book is dedicated to all women who have suffered sexual- 

violence, aggression, threat, intimidation, torture and atrocity!  

‘An estimated 20,000 Bosnian Muslim women were raped and  

used as sex slaves.’ Rape was/is being used as a weapon of war. 

These men are using their primal instincts behaving in bestial ways 

Their need to prove their Power and dominance is taking over any 

humanity they have, and inflicting catastrophic trauma on women  

and their families. Hierarchical, closed, feudal, warring, corrupted  

cultures where a patriarchal system is sustained allowing for male  

superiority, yet not allowing them the freedom to treat women as 

 equal in any loving way. The laws and customs of these societies  

condone exploitation of women (and children) allowing males the 

right to commit such horrendous crimes. Natural powers of sexual  

attraction, of desire, of lust, unless the energies are channeled in a 

 free, mutually loving way where ‘The Greatest Pleasure Is to Give  

Pleasure’ they become frustrated, angry, perverted and diabolical,  

without any respect! Freedom is to give and receive ~ happiness.  

Where these feelings of consensual love are freely shared the acts 

of sex are able to give the couple a heightened awareness of bliss. 

Where these feelings are not expressed but repressed, suppressed, 

 oppressed, depressed, the disconnect from reality brings psychosis. 

Passion flows openly with Consciousness ~ being Unconditional Love
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ABOUT SUNNY JETSUN 

 

Inspired by the sixties Sunny started traveling the world in 1970. 

His spiritual journey on the hippie trail to India took him through ~  

San Francisco, Los Angeles, London, Amsterdam, Paris, Vancouver, 

Sidney and Kathmandu to Varanasi. His arrival on the sub-continent ~ 

was the beginning of writing autobiographical verses capturing his travel 

experiences, encounters with remarkable people and his quest for self- 

realization. Combining experimentation with drugs, sex, rock & roll, art, 

meditation, Love and life in general. Sunny started to open up to a multi- 

dimensional Universe. He lived the mantra, "Turn on, tune in, drop out" 

realising Mind’s-illusions, inspired by deeper feelings of holistic nature, 

empathy * energy & Space. 

Over four decades Sunny has written and published 30 books of poetry, 

created over one hundred paintings, traveled the World and considers 

his masterpiece to be his daughter. He has spent the past sixteen years 

in Goa, India, inspired by the freedom to experience and idealism of 

human consciousness. 
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